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Dedication & Thanks
This  Oracle  Deck  is  dedicated  to  all

loving  brothers  and  sisters  on  this

beautiful planet who are willing to heal

and  live  through  the  heart.  It  is  also

dedicated to the inner child within us

all  and  to  all  courageous,  innocent

souls,  who  are  experiencing  the

devastating  effects  of  the

environmental  disasters  in  certain

traumatized  areas  around  the  globe.

May your humanitarian endeavors and

opportunities to help, be blessed by The

Creator, God~Goddess, All that is.

I  would  like  to  give  thanks  to  Susan

Miller  for  her  help  with  editing.  In

addition  I  would  like  to  thank  all

Beings  of  Light,  visible  and  invisible,

who  are   assisting  humanity's

ascension  through  the  Christ   Soul

group. I  pray  for  all  beings  to  have a

graceful  ascension  process,  as  deep

purification  for  ascension  is  upon  us

all.                   ~ Sheranda Ann Kumara
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means  or  in  any  form  whatsoever
without written permission from the
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purchaser. The author and publisher
assume  no  responsibility  for
purchaser’s actions.
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About the Artist

Visionary  Silk  Painter,  Sheranda  Ann

Kumara  paints  images  of  Goddesses

and  Angels  to  facilitate  planetary

healing.  She received an AA degree in

Fashion  Design  in  1984,  which

transformed into a love for painting on

silk.  For  30  years,  Sheranda  has

painted with dyes on silk. Silk is alive

and  holds  energy  of  transformation

and healing; that is why she chose silk

painting  as  her  fine  art  medium.

Healing  the  Divine  Feminine  is  the

focus of her art, along with raising the

awareness  that  Galactic  and  Angelic

Beings  of  Light are  presently working

with  us  to  create  Heaven  on  Earth.

Sheranda Ann Kumara  considers  her

spiritual  ancestry  to  be  connected  to

the planet Venus.

She  published  a  book  containing  her

writings  and  artwork  in  2012,  titled

‘Mary  Magdalene  in  the  Blissful  New

Earth’. Sheranda feels that visionary art

responds to the planetary healing crisis

by  awakening  the  viewer  to  the

possibilities  that  life  has  to  offer

through healing, love, and beauty. As a

mother  of  three  children,  now  young

adults,  this  silk  painter  enjoys

spending time  with her new creations

that  emerge  from  her  dreams.  With

bright,  colorful  imagery,  that  is

transformational and very imaginative,

Sheranda hopes that  her artwork will

inspire others to explore their creativity

and healing path. 
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The MagdaLion Oracle
Second  Edition

Mary   Magdalene  ,   the   Beloved   Twin  

Flame   of   Jesus   Christ   (Yeshua)   loves  

you   and   the   world   unconditionally.  

The  oneness  of  their  union  is  

understood  in  the  hearts  of  those  

Beloved  Souls ,  who  support  the  New  

Earth  in  building  the  Unity  Heart  Grid  

of  Love  worldwide .  These  souls  are  the  

peacemakers ,  the  brave -hearts ,  the  

Holy  Priestesses ,  the  Loving  Sacred  

Sisters,  the  Loving  Brothers,  the  Divine

 Fathers,  the  Sweet  Divine  Mothers,  the  

compassionately  kind  and  the  daring!  

They  stand  with  the  MagdaLion  to  

complete  this  arduous  journey  to  

create Heaven  on  Earth .  Mary  

Magdalene  as  MagdaLion  roars!  She  is  

the  raw,  outrageous  courage  within  us  

all!  

“We  are  one .  We  are  free .  We  are  

starlight .  We  are  golden .  The  Garden  of

Eden  is  now  and  it  is  you!

This  oracle  deck  seeks  to  remind  you  of  

what   you  already   are,  Christ  Conscious 

Co- Creators  ready  to  stand  in  victory!  In  

the  remembering  of  who  you  already  are,  

you  will  feel  connected  to  me  and  my  

entourage  of  sacred  sisters:

Lakshmi  ,  Kali  Ma ,  Goddess  Saraswati , 

Goddess Pele ,

 
 Goddess Artemis, Goddess 

Hathor, 
 

Mother

 
Mary ,

 

Isis  & Quan Yin.

We  hold  you  in  our  prayers  as  you  finish  

this   process   of   deep  purification.    We  

know   your   journey   has  been  long  and  

arduous  and  that  is  why we  remind  you  

of  the  gifts  of  Divine  Union  that  are  

coming . Your  Beloved  Twin  Flame  i s

going
 

 through  the  same deep  clearing  

processes  you     are  and  in  divine  timing  

your  union  will  manifest.  

by
 
Sheranda

 
Ann

 
Kumara
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It does  depend  of you though dear 

ones , so be brave  and  daring ,  and 

finish  your  healing  processes. Expect 

the  miracles  that  you  have  earned!”

                       ~Mary the MagdaLion 

     

      

It  is  my  highest  hope  that  I  can 

inspire  you  with  my  new  oracle 

deck ,  which  is  the  magnum 

opus  of all  my  artistic  creations ! We 

are  all  in  this  together . May  we  find 

liberation  within  so  we  may  add 

ourselves to this incredible  Mandala of 

Light! Hold tight and  breathe

 

deep.

 

Be

 

calm

 

and

 

look

 

to

 

the

 

stars !

 

Miracles

 

are

 

unfolding ,

 

in

 

spite

 

of

 

what

 

it

 

looks

 

like

 

on

 

the

 

surface .

 

Your  dreams  and 

visions  of a grounded and

 

blissful

 

New

 

Earth

 

will

 

manifest .

 

The

 

Victory

 

of

 

the

 

Light

 

is

 

secure!

 I created my personal version of Mary 

Magdalene 's  name .   MagdaLion  is  a 

play on words  that  holds  great  power ; 

Mary  of  Courage , the  MagdaLion ,  it 

feels most  appropriate , as we near the 

completion  of  the  third -dimensional 

realm  to  birth  into  the  fifth  with  courage

 and  deep  conviction .  As  a  very  human

 

‘

aspect ’  of  The  Magdalene  Energy ,

 

I

 have  lived  a  path  of  spiritual  healing

 and  self -discovery  that  has  inspired

 

my

 30  year  collection  of  silk  paintings 

reflecting the Divine Feminine Psyche.

 

    

  The

 

 MagdaLion

 

 Oracle, 2nd

   

Edition,

 with  48

 

unique

 

  art  images

 

and

  

Mary

Magdalene

  

inspired

  

messages ,

  

is

  

the

 culmination  of  

 

my  spiritual

 

journey

 come

 

full

 

circle.

The card messages have been written 

in a narrative style because I wanted to 

share

 

my

 

own

 

personal

 

spiritual

 journey to help you relate to me as a 
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sister and a friend .   To  provide  a

 

fuller

 perspective  and  deeper  look  into    each 

oracle

 

card , 

 

       I

 

plan

 

to

 

publish  YouTube

   videos .    

       

Look for

 

these

 

videos

 

on

 

my

 

website:

 www.SherandaSilks.com

Expressing

 

truth

 

and

 

wisdom

 

in

 

ways

 that

 

assist

 

in

 

healing

 

humanity

 

is

 

my

 passion

 

and

 

mission .

 

Silk

 

painting

 

is

 my

 

lifelong

 

joy.

 

In

 

that

 

blissful

 

state

 

of

 joy

 

while

 

painting ,

 

I

 

am

 

transported

 into

 

a

 

state

 

of

 

creative

 

receptivity

 

that

 allows

 

the

 

sacred

 

to

 

reveal

 

itself.

My

 

silk

 

paintings

 

contain

 

keys

 

and

 codes

 

for

 

ascension.

  

I

 

was

 

not

 

aware

 

of

 this

 

at

 

first,

 

until

 

my

 

ascension

 

friends

 brought

 

it

 

to

 

my

 

attention.

 

I

 

know

 

that

 when

 

I

 

paint

 

on

 

silk

 

I

 

am

 

in

 

total

 

bliss

 and

 

the

 

creative

 

flow

 

takes

 

me

 

to

 

the

 heart

 

of

 

my

 

being.

     The   

 

cover  art 

 

of 

 

this 

 

 deck  is  called

 

‘MagdaLion .  You will see that  she  is 

standing in a key shaped doorway. This

is  just  one  example  of  many , which 

shows  me  that  my  silk  paintings  truly  do

 contain  divine  messages  and  activations

,  channeled  through  me,  to  share to the 

world.

About  70 %  of  the  original  silk 

paintings shown in this oracle deck are 

available for purchase at 

www.SherandaSilks.com,  along with 

prints of the artwork printed on metal, 

silk and archival photo paper. 

My  next  adventure  in  my  art  career

involves worldwide travel to sacred sites

that  will  bring  me  to  my  soul  roots.

Places in Spain, Paris, Southern France,

Egypt and Ibiza, to name a few places,

are  on  my  itinerary  for  the  coming

years.
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I  have  had  many  dreams  that  I  have

painted. In the past few years, many of

these  dreams  have  been  related  to

reunion with my Beloved Twin Flame. I

have  a  very  special  connection  to  the

subject of Twin Flames. I sense that this 

is very dear to the hearts  of Christ  and 

Mary Magdalene ,  as  they  are  guiding  

these sacred reunions in these times. In 

this year  of  2018  many  of  the  Twin 

Flames are far along in their  ascension 

journey and are ready  for union ! This 

trend  will continue  to  unfold  in  a 

beautiful  and graceful  way .  That  is  

why  Mary Magdalene  has so much  to 

say on the topic  of  ascension  through  

the  Twin Flame path in this oracle deck

. 

Before  using  this  oracle  deck,  I

recommend that you clear  the energy

field of  the  cards  with  a  selenite  wand or 

 white sage .  You  can  keep  selenite  or  

other sacred  gemstones  with  your  

cards to  keep  your  cards  in  an energy 

of angelic protection.

 I do  not  recommend  any  particular 

card spread. Feel free to create a spread 

from your own guidance . You may be 

inspired  to just pick one card from the 

deck or several.

This oracle deck is my best collection of 

art  images created  from  my  original 

silk paintings . All of my sacred  silk art 

is created  with  great  love  and creative 

insight . Mary  Magdalene  guides  my 

process  too. Thank  you for purchasing

The MagdaLion Oracle, Second Edition.

Aloha & Many Blessings!

Sheranda Ann Kumara
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Aloha Water Blessings

In the spirit  of Aloha , the Angel  Aloha

has  a message  for  you  about  blessing

water : the waters  of Mother  Earth and 

the fluids of your own body. 

Feel the energy of  water.  The message

of water is simple. Water is shaped by

our  intentions  in  this  Holographic

Universe. Our bodies are 90% water at

birth  and  69%  later  on  in  life.  Our

thoughts can change the shape of water

molecules. This has been demonstrated

by the work of Lisa Park. She used five

water-filled metal plates atop speakers

designed to respond to brain data. In

that  project,  the  water  responded  to

five emotions. Our thoughts create our

reality. We shape our experiences. We

are  Creators  and  we  are  the  ones  in

control of our destiny. 

The  flow  of  manifestation  involves

focused  intent,  appreciation,  and

enthusiasm. Feeling the power of your

intent  will  ground  you.  The  natural

bliss  energy  of  enthusiastic  love  for

beauty of  all  kinds are  expressions of

your  divinity,  bringing  thankfulness

and  contentment.  Be  playful  in  your

natural  expressions  of  creativity  and

flow with grace and ease. 

Cleanse  your  energy  field  with  pure,
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sacred  water.  A  simple  bath  in  salt

water can cleanse the aura and refresh

the spirit! Visit your local Hot Springs

resort for relaxation and rejuvenation. 

~ Breathe in Liquid Love ~ 
~ Heal in Sacred Water ~ 

~ Bless the Waters ~

The Late Dr. Emoto’s 
Images of Water Crystals 

Water  is  so  precious . We  should  be

grateful  if we have pure water to drink.

Many people on the planet do not have

pure  drinking  water.  Tap  water  that

contains  fluoride and chlorine  can  be

harmful to the body. Pure spring water

that  was  been  blessed  with  peaceful,

loving  vibes  can  help  raise  your

frequency and cleanse your body. Rid

your body of  toxins  by  flushing  your

body with lots of pure spring water. 

Water Blessing Ceremonies help to heal

large bodies of water, like rivers, lakes

and  oceans.  Never  underestimate  the

power  of  such  ceremonies . Sacred 

intentions  of  peace  and  healing are 

changing  the  world  and  have 

the  power  to  place  us on  the  most 

positive timeline.

If you have picked this card, you may

be  feeling  called  to  initiate  a  water
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blessing ceremony in your community

or  maybe  in  a  place  you  will  be

traveling to. 

Water  represents  yin  energy  and

creative  flow.  This  card  could  mean

that you have been stuck in some way

and you need to open yourself to being

receptive.

An Internal Flight 
Renews Your 

Spirit      
One  of  the  most  inspirational  pieces 

of music
 

I
 

have
 

ever
 

heard
 

is
 

a
 
30

 
minute

long
 
acoustic

 
guitar

 
recording

 
that

 
was

created
 
by

 
world

 
class

 
guitarist ,

 
Estas

Tonne *.
 
The

 
art

 
image

 
I
 
created

 
for

 
this

card
 
very

 
strongly

 
resembles

 
this

guitarist’s
 
beautiful

 
presence.

An
 
internal

 
flight

 
for

 
you

 
could

 
mean

meditation
 

or
 

simply
 

enjoying some
 

time  
 

dreaming or 
 

imagining  yourself 
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  in a  blissful  and  fun experience.   Do  

what  your heart desires.      

My

 

way

 

of

 

taking an internal flight is

often

 

through painting . For you it

could

 

mean creative writing or

meditating .

 

I

 

enjoy bike riding 

downhill for

 

the

 

sensation of flying ; 

an

 

internal flight

 

for

 

my body to feel 

bird-like.

Do  whatever  renews  your  Spirit ! This

can  be especially  important  if you  are

feeling  weighed  down  or heavy  about

life. My mood can shift to a feeling of

loneliness  or depression  when my soul

is trying  to  show  me  something  that 

needs  to be  reflected  upon  and  it  is 

usually related to shadow work.

Perhaps  for  you  an  internal  flight  is

needed  to  put  yourself  back  into

balance . A  heavy  workload  or 

spending  too  much time  around  

negative,  left-brained people can bring 

down  your  vibration . Get  back  into  

balance  quickly  with  a routine  of  

going  within.

Consider making this a daily practice.  

Pursue  whatever  makes  you feel  calm,

peaceful, centered, creative, grounded,

inspired  and  spiritual.  This  does  not

have  to  be  yoga  and  traditional

meditation.  Do  what  works  for  you.

Honor your individual nature. 

The DreamTime

For  me   dreamtime  renews  my  Spirit

through  an  internal  flight .  I  rely  on

dreamtime  to  receive  information

about  my  spiritual  progress .  Some

dreams  are  simply  mental  processing

of  things  from  my  daily  life .  Other

dreams are more profound with deeply

significant  spiritual  overtones .  I have

had  some  very  moving  and  fulfilling

dreams that were quite prophetic. 
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Day Dreaming:  As an artist I release all

judgment  about  myself  for  spending

hours  and  hours  in  a  state  of

daydreaming . It is simply  a part  of the

creative  process . Ultimately , we are all

an artists  of our  own  lives . Dream  on! 

Be open  to  imagining  what  you  truly 

want . Visualizing is  a  large  part  of 

manifestation  because if  you  can  

imagine  it,  you  have  just started  the 

process of making it real. 

I am on an ascension  path and a Twin

Flame  Path.  The  inner  urging  to

expand  my  consciousness  has

increased  over  the  years  through  my

dedication and willingness to abandon

old habit patterns that no longer serve

me. I would also say that this advice to

‘Renew  Your  Spirit’  will  require  a

disciplined  effort  at  first,  but  it  will

become  something  you  will  look

forward to.

Archangel Chamuel
“It is safe to love again”

The Archangels  Chamuel  and Charity 

lead us  ‘Back  to  Love ’  and  in  fiery

courageous  passion ,  souls  take  flight

with  twin  flame  might ! May  LOVE  be

victorious  for  all , replacing  every  tear

with  a  kiss!  Archangel  Chamuel  and

his twin  flame  Charity  pull  us back  to

love. We leave the murky waters of our

illusions, which were imposed upon us

through matrix  programming. Things
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like  'not  being  good  enough'  or  'not

feeling  worthy'  are  negative

programming worth deleting.  You are

beautiful enough and lucky enough to

have a  love life.  Dream of a  romantic

relationship that  is  spiritually  aligned

in twin  flame energy.  Sometimes  that

relationship  is  not  with  your  divine

twin  flame  partner  in  a  physical

embodiment.  It  does  not  matter.  The

preparation  is  what  is  important.

Aspire  to be the best  you can be as  a

spiritual,  sovereign being, balanced in

your masculine and feminine energies

within. 

In this art image Archangel Chamuel’s

twin flame, Charity, takes your hand to

assist you out of despair. Perhaps you

have  been  suffering  from  rejection  or

you  have  suffered  greatly  from

unrequited  love?  If  so,  know  that  the

pain   will  pass  and   magical  alchemy

regarding  your  wounds  of  the  heart

will  soon  give  birth  to  greater  love .

Perhaps it feels like a death to you now,

but every time  we metaphorically ‘die’,

a larger and more expanded self gives

birth through the change. 

You  may  have  chosen  this  card  to

rekindle the spark of joy that will draw

the right relationship to you. Through

holding space in your heart to forgive

past  rejections  that  caused  you  to

withdraw  your  emotions,  you  can  re-

open yourself to love. Did you build a

wall around your heart for protection?

If  so,  trust  that  it  is  safe  to  gently

remove  your  guard.  It  is  safe  to  love

again. 

Feel  angelic  love  frequency  from  the

heart,  as  if  an  angel's  wings  were

wrapped around you. Open the heart

for  divine  expansion.  It  is  time  to
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remove the Heart Wall that your Spirit

put  up.  The  protection  is  no  longer

needed.  Unguarded,  sweet  one,

surrender to Love. Know that the time

has come for opening to love! 

Stop  and  smell  the  roses.  Love  is

blossoming  everywhere.  Have  you

noticed  this  through  all your  busyness

and  focus  on worldly  matters ? While

flying with Archangel Chamuel and his

twin  flame  Archangel  Charity ,  rise

above  your  earthly  concerns  and come

journey  with  us,  dear  hearts !  Angelic

fun  brings  ecstatic  journeys  of falling

back  into  love . Know  you  are beautiful

beyond  words.  Know  you  are  worthy

beyond  what  you  currently

understand.  With  Chamuel  and

Charity  come  back  to  love.  Sweet

Valentine Hearts, take flight tonight! 

Archangel Raphael
Ask for Healing

& Medical Miracles

The  Archangel  Raphael  is  a  Medicine

Man and Master Healer. Raphael is the

master  healer  of  the  divine  ‘Adam

Kadmon’  physical  body.  He  is  the

ultimate medicine man of the Emerald

Ray,  and  his  medicine  bag  is  full  of

Mother  Gaia’s  plant  medicines.

Raphael  creates  a  strong  relationship

and  interaction  between  the  physical
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world  and  the  divine.  Visualize  a

Golden Orb above your head, and feel

its  shimmering,  fine,  golden  dust

falling  like  rain onto your  body from

head  to  toe.  This  energy  fills  your

physical body with the healing Light of

God’s  Love.  Archangel  Raphael

channels these healing rays with power

and  intensity,  so  ask  for  his  help,  if

challenges  of  healing  are  upon  you.

May many healing blessings come your

way! Call upon Archangel Raphael and

his Twin Flame Mother Mary to assist

you in healing your physical body. 

Recommendations from

Archangel Raphael: 

Sacred sound healing has been used for

centuries  among  all  cultures  and

traditions  to  bring  us  into  a  state  of

harmony and  balance.  Sound healing

unites us on a higher plane and helps

us  to  remember  our  true  self .  

Sound healing  and  vibrational  

medicine  are the  medicines  of  our 

future. 

Organic Food, Herbs

& Plant Medicine: 

Daily  nourishment  of  the  body  with

high  vibrational  foods  and  herbs  is

vital. For our bodies to maintain a high

vibration,  we  need  to  eat  high

vibrational  foods  like  raw,  organic

fruits and vegetables. Blessing our food

naturally adds our intention to cleanse

and  purify the energy  of  the food we

eat.  By  divine  grace,  we will  receive  a

high vibrational nourishment of mind,

body,  and  spirit  from  food  that  we

regard  as  sacred  sustenance.  We can

use food, herbs and plant medicines as

a form of natural medicine to help our

chakras to heal and thrive. 
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 Ask For Medical Miracles :

       

  

In times of medical crisis, we are faced  

with  testing  the muscle of our strength

and  faith  in  the  Divine . The  most

challenging physical body healing crisis

usually  brings us the most  spiritual

growth.  The  body  gets  our  attention and

 then  we  are  forced  to  surrender and

 

look 

 at  what  it  was  within  us  that got

 

so

 

far 

out of balance, and required a wake up 

call of an extreme nature.

     

        

If looked
 

at
 

from
 

this
 

perspective
 

we
 
are

less
 
likely

 
to

 
feel

 
like

 
our

 
body

 
is

punishing
 

us .
 

It
 
is

 
imperative

 
to

 
the

healing
 
process

  
not

 to fall
 
into

 
a
 
victim

mentality.
     

Instead really look deeply at what
 

needs
 

to

 

be

 

cleared

 

within

 

you. Ask
 

Archangel
 

Raphael  for  divine  mercy  and

  

assistance in

 

this 

    

process

 

     

 
.

You  are  worthy  of  a miraculous  full 

body healing, free of dangerous medical 

interventions.

Sometimes  these medical  interventions  

are  not going  to  help  at  all , as  is  the 

case with some forms of cancer or other 

diseases.

You  may  have  picked  this  card  to

consider  the alternatives  for  a healing

crisis ,  for  a  loved  one  or  yourself .

Perhaps the divine is prompting you to

seek out healing  through  John of God,

in Brazil  or through  ceremonies  with

plant medicines, like ayahuasca.
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Ascension
Activations

Christ and Mary Magdalene ascended

into  the  cosmos  in  this  painting

depicting  a  profoundly  spiritual

experience they shared at a waterfall in

Baniass,  Israel.  On the left  side of  the

original  painting,  actual  crystals  were

attached.  They  represent  the  human

DNA  spiral;  our  sacred  Crystalline

DNA.  Christ  and  Mary  Magdalene

ascended  into  the  starry  cosmos  on

that  magical  day.  They  blissfully

returned to the clear flowing waters in

ecstatic joy and gratitude. 

Christ’s  bloodline  has  been  a  closely

guarded  secret  for  2000  years.  Only

recently  has  the  truth  been  revealed,

layer  by  layer.  The  first  layer  of  this

truth  was  blown  wide  open  with  the

highly  accepted  and  treasured  book

and  movie,  the  Da  Vinci  Code.  The

brave  underground  Christ  Group,

whose  lives  were  in  constant  danger

2000 years ago, served humanity to the

fullest  with their devotion to  bringing

balance  back  to  this  planet.  They

expressed loving-kindness and a deep

devotion to God. Their mission was to

seed future generations on Earth with

the  Light  Codes  related  to  the

ascension process. Preserving the Holy
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Genetics  of  Christ  throughout  the

twelve  races  of  Man  is  an  unknown

topic  regarding  our  history  that  goes

beyond the scope of this oracle. 

Medical  science  reveals  that  we have  2

strands  of  DNA  and  10  strands  of “

junk” DNA, which are believed to serve

no purpose whatsoever . However , what

if  this so-called  “junk” DNA  is  merely

dormant  DNA? Studies  show that our

dormant  DNA is  now  reactivating  in

children  and  certain  adults . Everyone

has  one  double  helix  of  DNA .  What

science  is finding  is that  other  helixes

are  now  being  formed . In the  double

helix,  there  are  two  strands  of    DNA

coiled  into  a  spiral. Humans  will  soon 

be developing  twelve  helixes.

How fast this will progress is unknown.

Scientists used to believe that our DNA

was  stationary  and  stagnant.  But  the

new  data  reveals  that  our  DNA  is

actually  a  divine,  shimmering,

waveform  configuration  that  is

moment by moment being modified by

Light,  solar radiation, magnetic fields,

thought  forms,  sonic  impulses,  and

emotions! 

The  human  body  was  originally

designed  for  a  lifespan  of  300-500

years and this was the case in ancient

civilizations like Lemuria and Atlantis.

The future of our planet holds the gifts

for continual upgrades to our spiritual

and  biological  development.  More

chakras  will  be  added  to  the  chakra

system.  The  Holy  Genetics  of  the

physical body relates to the restoration

of  the  original  Divine  Blueprint  for

humanity. 

Ascension  involves  the  process  of
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transmuting  your  DNA  from  carbon

based DNA to crystalline based DNA.

Scientific  theories  now  show  that  we

can  reprogram  our  DNA  to  heal

ourselves with vibration. We all possess

Holy Genetics.  Activate your Keys and

Codes of Light! Honor this process with

patience and an openness to learn. Be

open-minded  to  activating  and

advancing your ascension process with

ease  and  grace.  There  is  a  book

available  called  ‘The  Sophia  Code’  by

Kaia Ra that gives detailed instruction

for activating your DNA and assisting

your ascension process.   See page 105,

for recommendations.

Blessings of
Christ Consciousness

Human is Divine

The  harmful  effects  of  separation can

be  seen  extensively  in  our  modern

world. We disconnect from the Mother

Earth  through  spending  too  much

time  indoors  and  hooked  up  to  our

electronic  devices.  We  spend  time  in

traffic  and have many situations  that

create  stress  in  our  body,  mind  and

spirit.  Life  used  to  be simpler,  right?
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Well ,  in  many  past  lives  we  were

bombarded  with  other  types  of  fears

and  programming .  There  was  the

historic  time  of  the  inquisition  and

the harmful  effects  of  Nazism  under  

the leadership  of Hitler , to name  a few 

of the  tragedies  that  caused  trauma  

to become  buried deep  in  the  psyche. 

The  war  may  have  gone  quiet , but  it 

still exists today.

The  old  religious  Christian

programming  that sought  to  separate

human from divine played a big part in

the  dogmatic  programming  that

created  our  beliefs  around  seeking

spiritual  validation  from  outside  of

ourselves.  Jesus  Christ  and  his  wife

Mary  Magdalene  gave  their  lives  to

anchor this truth as powerful examples

of divine love and forgiveness.  Part of

anchoring   the  divine  here  on  Earth is

to  truly  know  deep  inside  that  we 

all  have  this gift  of  power  to  create 

change .  We  are all  potentially  

Christed  Beings.  The Christ Conscious  

actions  we take  will change this world. 

Perhaps this card is urging you to get a 

fresh  perspective  on things . It  looks 

bleak  out  there  in  the world .  The  

natural  disasters  are constant  and  

the  fear -mongering  is largely  amped 

up. Now more than ever we need to step 

up  in  our  leadership roles  to  spread 

love ,  forgiveness  and compassion ,  

along  with  messages  of truth. 

We are not alone. Humanity has never

been separate from all of the Heavenly

Beings, Ascended Masters and Angels.

They  are  helping us  every step of  the

way.
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What if God is right 

inside of you,

not a stranger,

nor an authority figure,

nor a mean, angry old 

man with a white beard.

She is an exquisite Goddess,

and she made you an exquisite 

Goddess or God.

But she is not just she,

she is he and she ……….. as one.

He/She, She/He,

is truly androgynous.

Blending masculine and feminine,

God made you androgynous,

as well.

What if God is not going

to save us?

What if God is going to keep letting us 

fall down, until we master this reality,

and we get up,

and we finally embrace that God made 

us to be,

Empowered Gods and Goddesses 

ourselves.

Not subservient to some fate,

that something or someone

has mandated,

from outside of ourselves.

What if God is all of us?

The cliché, “we are the ones we 

have been waiting for”

because you are fully capable. 

Lighten your heart Dear One!

And know that to be Human,

is to be Divine!

And your God-self

 beckons you to thrive.

 Lighten up dear hearts!

Live not like Angels with

broken wings!
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Call on Goddess Quan Yin
For Her Compassionate

Understanding

What  could  be  more  important  than

compassion  to  ease  the  pangs  of

rebirth?  The  rebirthing  of  us  all  into

The New Earth involves clearing all our

pain, fear, anger and shame.

Open your heart to feeling the love and

compassion  from  Goddess  Quan  Yin,

The  Goddess of  Compassion.  She is  a

sacred  sister  of  the  highest  love  and

wisdom.  Call  upon  her  when  more

compassion  is  needed  for  yourself  or

another. Her softness and deeply loving

presence is very authentic and divine.

 

Perhaps  you  have  come  to  this  card

because  you  need  to  clear  out  old

patterns  of  behavior  that  are  causing

you  sadness  and  despair.  Cutting  all

cords of unhealthy attachments can be

difficult.  Sometimes  we  have  an

unhealthy addiction  to our own pain.

We  hold  on  to  the  past  and  

our  suffering  out  of  a  stubborn 

resistance to forgive . Call  on Goddess 

Quan  Yin  to help  you  transmute  the  

stuck  energy with  divine  mercy  and 

forgiveness. 

Ask  for  Divine  Mother  Kali  to  work

with Goddess Quan Yin. She helps with
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the death of the ego and the slaying of

demons  and  dark,  sinister  forces.  Let

Kali  cut  away  the  negative  emotions

that bind you in suffering and dis-ease.

The pairing of Divine Mother Kali and

Quan  Yin  is  powerful  when  you  are

going  through  a  death  and  rebirth

experience  regarding  stuck  emotions

and  ego  attachment. Clear  your

repressed  emotions  using  the

assistance of  Kali  Ma with Quan Yin.

They  are  the  duo  of  swift  warrior

energy and soothing grace. Kali Ma is

assisting  swift  emotional  releases,  as

Quan Yin soothes the sting. Forgiveness

and compassion for all will  shift your

world, as well as assist the whole world!

Quan Yin’s Blessings

When the tears are flowing freely 

know that you have opened

your heart enough

to let the pain out.

Then call on Quan Yin to soothe your 

heart and soul with the grace of her 

gentleness and  softness.

She is as graceful as the moon 

on still water, 

with lotus flowers blossoming 

in rich purples and pinks.

She is always ready to help you and 

bless you with her Divine Grace, 

Forgiveness, Mercy and  

Deep Compassion.

 

A willingness to forgive will help you to

anchor  in  your  divine  self  and  take

your  life  back  from  the  lifestyle  of

suffering  and attachment  to pain- this

world  of  pain ,  you  so  long  to  leave

behind!
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Call  on  Mary Magdalene  with  Quan 

Yin to  help  you  truly  take  on  and 

commit to a deep and abiding promise,

to LOVE YOURSELF  unconditionally . 

Your inner child is calling you in need. 

Be  a nurturing  Divine  Mother  for 

yourself . Set  up  a beautiful  altar  to 

remind  yourself  of this  promise  you 

made to love yourself fully!

Your self worth and self esteem are not 

to be  measured  by societal  programs 

any longer. You are done with this and 

it is time to fully integrate this knowing

that  you  are  always  enough ! You  are 

always  good  enough , worthy  enough , 

beautiful  enough , and smart  enough . 

So enough  with  the ENOUGHS ! Your 

success is not measured  by the outside 

world , it is inside  you! You don't need 

love, you are LOVE . The worn -out old 

ways must die now! It's time so soar to 

new heights

 

!

Christ’s Love Song

Music,  poetry  and  song  are  the  best

ways  to  celebrate  Christ  and  Mary

Magdalene’s  relationship  and  their

coming reunion on the physical plane.

They  celebrate  with  you,  as  your

reunion with your Beloved Twin Flame

on  the  physical  plane  is  just  as

important  to  them  as  their  own.

Physical  Twin  Flame  reunions  are  a

large part of the divine plan of Heaven

on Earth. In celebration of all souls one
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should visualize the ecstatic bliss of all

Twin  Flames  reuniting  with  ease  and  

grace.  Christ and Mary Magdalene are 

providing  much assistance  to reunite 

Twin  Flames  at this  time .  (*see  page  

105, recommendations)

It  is  important  to  know  that  this

extremely  difficult  ascension  process

and  the  daily  challenges  we  face

through  these  difficult  times,  are

leading to the full manifestation of all

our heart’s desires. The will of God has

your divine destiny in mind, and Twin

Flame reunion is a big part of that.

Christ's Love Poem

to Mary Magdalene:

In you, Beloved Magdalene,

I see *Her*, Spouse of Heaven

come to Earth;

for Sophia Amorata

has enfleshed as *you*…

and with what spontaneous joy we

recognize each other,

we who made ecstatic love among 

the very stars of the heavens 

themselves,

we whose hearts melted

into each other,

singing the Mystery

of our Divine Mother’s

heavenly womb

in our divine nuptials.

Now, in intimate fusion,

we return to Shekinah’s

divine garden of bliss…

Your divine kisses whisper

your heart~speak

with such tenderness

you caress me & quiver

like flower petals

in the breeze as I caress
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your splendors;

such ardor on your face,

so reverent,

entranced in such an upwelling

Of utter devotion and love…

You are blushing, now,

Beloved, as I have whispered these 

words,

and your blush is a bloom

of sweetness spreading from your face 

down your throat,

your breasts now flushing

so delightfully,

Son-kissed, niplets abloom

like rosy circlets of light,

shining aureoles;

Shekinah is being playful…

making Her Presence known

in your nurturing glories…

Milk of stars titillates

celestial meanings to my lips

of wonder,

tonguing all teasings,

awakening your passion into a frenzy 

of intensest yearning … 

such a curious transformation 

transfusing you,

Beloved,

nothing forbidden now

in our increasingly frenzied 

lovemaking,

shaking you,

volcanic inner fires of your desire deep-

quaking you

unto shuddering ecstasies.

                            ~ by Wynn Manners

“A Reunited Christed Couple

You and Your Twin Flame will be!  

Have faith in the divine timing of this!

If you have done your inner work to heal

and expand your consciousness then

Divine Union is the next step.

 Ask yourself if this is your next step."

  ~ Christ & Magdalene
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Comfort for
the Soul of Humanity,

Justice Leads to Redemption

All the world's a stage. And all the men

and women are merely players.”

~ William Shakespeare

Perhaps  in  these  times  William

Shakespeare  would  change  that  to “all

the  world  is  staged ”  -  as  in  staged

dramas  on  the  world  scene . The  false

flags  and  doomsday  scenarios  that

promote  fear,  disease  and  separation

are not afflictions that you must accept

and own. The Matrix propagates - here,

we  have  a  pill  for  that  (robbing  the

body of a natural way to heal), or a law

for  that  (taking  away  your freedom ),  

or  a way of life for that, (be fearful  and 

trust not a brother with dark skin).

The list could go on and  on. But  who is 

The Matrix? It is you, if you buy into it. 

It does not not matter if the controlling

elite  created  it;  its  sustenance  is

supplied by you, the general public. If

enough people turn away and just say

no,  it  would  die.  However,  the  good

news is that it is dying and dying fast.

Many people  are awakening  from the

nightmarish  dream.  They  are  taking

back 'The Stage' and they are fighting

back with love. Unity meditations have

increased  exponentially  to  the  dramas

on the world stage. 
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You may have picked this card because

the  last  paragraph  is  not  something

that you would disagree with at all, but

the fact remains that you have to deal

with living in this kind of world.

You are conscious  and awake  and you 

want to help, but preaching to the choir 

does little good. This frustrates you and 

yet what to do about it?

Love is contagious and perhaps all you

can  do  is  offer  your  support  and

comfort  to  your  fellow  man  through

compassion and caring. If you look at it

from a bigger perspective, the illusions

that are offered to people as Truth give

them a chance to develop discernment.

When  one is young  in consciousness ,

he /she  is  required  to  grow  their

consciousness  through  many  tests .

However,   the insidious  manipulation  

of  consciousness  by  dark   forces  has 

been the game  here  on earth  for eons . 

All  of humanity  has  had  many  

lifetimes  to gain  experience  in duality 

and the time is now for a harvest.

The  choice  to  ascend  and  become

conscious  is   still  a  free  will   choice.

Ultimately,  that  choice  needs  to  be

honored. Therefore, if you see someone

caught in the illusion, perhaps you can

find the right words to spur him or her

on, to seeing the Truth. If not, there is

still a simple hug or a smile. Be content

in your actions to help and know that it

is all OK. This war of consciousness will

work itself out in divine timing and in

divine  ways.  Let  your  own heart  heal

from the frustrations  of  living  in The

Matrix  with  the  compassion  of  a

Bodhisattva  type  of  attitude.  Be  a

beacon  of  Light  in for  others  in  this

spiritual revolution!
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The  mind-fields  of  duality  live  within

and  are  manifested  in  the  outside

world. However, know that the time of

full  justice  will  come  and  with  it,

redemption  and  forgiveness.   Many

divine  universal  beings  are

implementing the complex, divine plan

for  full  planetary liberation.  However,

without  forgiveness  we  will  still  have

the same world, so a mass scale healing

through  forgiveness  will  become  the

new way of humanity.  As this process

ends,  the portals to evil  will  be closed

forever. So be it!

Dreamtime Visitations

Your Beloved whispers in
your ear and kisses you with

his unseen lips.

Many  connect  to  the  Twin  Flame

spiritually  before  meeting  in  the

physical.  This  encounter  with  your

Twin  Flame’s  spirit  may  happen in a

dream  or  in  a  waking  state  of

consciousness.  Your Twin’s  higher self

may be reaching out to you to  assure
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you  that  this  love  is  real.  In  the

Dreamtime,  there  are  not  the

restrictions  of  third  dimensional

circumstances  that  are  preventing  a

physical union. These types of dreams

can create  a deep sense of  peace and

contentment  that  your  Beloved  Twin

Flame really loves you unconditionally.

I  had  a  dream  that  I  was  my  Twin

Flame's guardian angel at a time in his

life that was difficult for him. I found it

interesting  because  later  I  came  to

learn that he was once homeless . Quite

possibly  my spirit was visiting him, but

not in linear time because at the time of

my  dream  he  had  not  been  homeless

for over ten years.  Linear time does not

exist  in  the  dream  state.  Prophetic

dreams prove this as well. 

Perhaps  you  have  had  prophetic

dreams  about  a  partner  coming  into

your  life.  Perhaps  you  feel  his  or  her

presence  around  you . If this  resonates 

with  you then  appreciate  it as  a sign 

that this divine soul love is real.

Let  the  dreams , signs  and  

synchronicities  play  out  in your  Twin  

Flame  path .  Like  a  great mystery  

revealing  itself,  enjoy  the journey that 

leads  to the  full  physical reunion  with 

your Beloved.

Dozens  of  synchronicities  about  my

Twin  Flame  connection  have  felt  like

welcomed  whispers  of  love’s

confirmation  for  me.  The  signs  for

some involve double numbers like  11 11

(eleven  eleven).  My  last  synchronistic

happening  was  the  act  of  putting  a

poem  book  by  Kahlil  Gibran  on  my

dresser  with  a  picture  of  my  Beloved

resting on it, to learn the same day that

he had just posted on social  media,  a
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poem written by Kahlil  Gibran.  These

signs  may  seem  like  coincidences  at

first,  but  not  after  they  happen  so

ridiculously often.

If you picked this card and you are still

not familiar with what a Twin Flame is,

then  know  this;  you  and  your  Twin

Flame share oneness of soul and your

soul was once one, before you were ever

born here on earth. Ask yourself. Does

reunion with your Twin Flame feel like

your destiny for this life? 

“Every  human being  has  a  Twin Soul

(flame).  When man leapt like a spark

from the bosom of his Creator, he was

two  in  one,  and  these  two  parts

complemented  each  other  perfectly;

each  was  the  other 's  twin.  These  two

halves  became  separated ;  they  took

different  directions,  and  they  have

evolved  separately.  If  they  come  to

recognize  each  other  at  any  point

during  their  evolution,  it  is  because

each carries the image of the other in

the depth of his being; each has put his

seal on the other. Thus, each carries the

image  of  this  Twin  Soul  within.  The

image may be blurred,  but it is there.

For this reason, everyone who comes to

Earth  has  a   vague   hope  that  he   will

meet  somewhere  a  soul,  who  will  be

everything he needs, and that with this

soul he will find indescribable harmony

and  perfect  fusion.”

~  the  late Bulgarian Master,
Omraam Aivanhov
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Embrace Your Shadow Self
With Loving Respect

Shadow Work 

History speaks of many legends about

the  Black  Madonna,  but  beyond  the

stories,  what  is  her  message  for  you?

Integrating  our  shadow  self  requires

looking at those parts of ourselves that

we fear or hate and keep locked in the

shadows.  There  is  nothing  to  fear.

There is no judgment. Even the darkest

aspects of self are entitled to a complete

karmic  release,  whereby  forgiveness is

granted.  The  truth  is  that  this  holy

work we do to free ourselves, also frees

the whole universe.  Imagine that! You

can positively affect the whole universe

by what you do in the sphere of your

holy self. Once the shadow self is fully

integrated,  you  will  find  that  this

grounded  and  centered  space  within

brings  with  it  an  ascended  state  of

being. 

The  cycles  of  duality  on  planet  earth

have  been  difficult.  The  planet  earth

experience  is  the most  strenuous  and

difficult  school  of  learning  in  all  the

universes, but it is a place where deep

wounding can be transformed through

the  power  of  love!  Love  every  part  of

yourself! The illusions around sin and

judgment  are  falling  away.  They  were

never  real  to  begin  with,  but  in  the
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illusion,  we  have  judged  ourselves

severely  for  our  errors.  Humans  in

severe emotional pain can create much

disharmony  with  vengeful  fighting,

hating,  judging  and  blaming.  These

duality consciousness maneuvers are so

counterproductive!

Stubborn  dis-ease  persists,  if  one  is

resisting doing Shadow Work. Only by

embracing  the  shadow  self  with  love

and  compassion  will  you  find  peace

and entrance into  your  true self.  Rise

beyond the vibration of  suffering and

conflict. Everything mirrored to you on

the  outside  is  a  reflection  of  what  is

within  you.  The alchemist  knows how

to integrate it all. Free yourself! Shadow

Work is invaluable, along with radical

forgiveness.  Many  spiritual  counselors

and  workshops  are  available  

addressing  shadow  work.    Remember,  

you  can  choose  to  run  from  your 

shadow , but why  run , when  you  can 

integrate ? Why fear ,  when  you  can  

love ?  Why  wait ? Start  today !  The  

magical  alchemy created  by  doing  

your  shadow  work will amaze you. 

There  is  a  profound  reason  why  you

picked  this  card.  If  you  are  holding

back  tears  at  this  moment,  then

shadow work is on your plate and you

will  benefit  greatly  by diving  into  the

spiritual  work  that  can  change  your

life! Let the tears flow. 

All  issues  of  addiction  should  be

addressed while  doing  Shadow  Work.

Take an honest look at any behaviors or

patterns that you play out, which may

be related to an addiction of some kind.

A  telltale  sign  of  an  addiction  is  an

instant high and euphoria that is felt,

however the underlying low self-esteem
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or  anger  issues  come  back,  once  the

high fades. 

Call  on  Goddess  Isis  and  all  ancient,

divine mothers to help you love, accept

and integrate all parts of yourself. Let

go  of  guilt  and  shame  and  forgive

yourself for any wrongdoings that you

have created in the past. Ask for help

from your guides and Isis to lead you

through  your  shadow  work  with  as

much ease and grace as possible. 

Shadow work is the process of making 

the unconscious conscious. In doing so,

we gain awareness of our unconscious 

impulses and can then choose whether 

and how to act on them. We begin this 

process when we take a step back from 

our normal patterns of behavior and 

observe what is happening within us. 

As we go about our daily lives we need 

to  become  the  observer  of  our  own 

behaviors and look at them with loving 

neutrality. The next step is to question. 

When we observe ourselves reacting to 

psychological  triggers , or events  that 

prompt  an instant  and  uncontrolled 

reaction  from  us,  we   must   learn  to 

pause  and  ask  ourselves , “Why  am  I 

reacting  this way?” This  teaches  us to 

backtrack through our emotions to our

memories , which  hold  the  origins  of 

our emotional programming.
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Focus on
Self Empowerment

A focus on self-empowerment brings us

to  the  third  chakra,  the  solar  plexus

chakra.  This card depicts a  meditating

woman inside the 'Solar Plexus' chakra

symbol.  She  is  in  her  power,  literally

and  figuratively.  The  woman  holding

the  chakra  symbol  in midair  is  Mary

Magdalene.

Harness  the  power  of  living  in  your

sovereignty with a focus on liberty and

justice  for  all.  I  feel  empowerment

comes through love, courage, and right

action.  Liberation comes  from owning

your power  and standing tall.  Having

your purpose firmly grounded into the

earth  requires  a  strong  sense  of

conviction,  strength  of  character  and

focused direction.

Cultivate  true  empowerment  in  the

ways  you  interact  with  the  world.  In

order to paint the art image that relates

to the third chakra, I had to examine

my  issues  around  my  distaste  for

owning my power. This world has had

a long history of abuse of power. I had

to  process  my  feelings  around  not

wanting  to  have  anything  to  do  with

power,  because power can be so easily

abused. You may have a similar feeling

around  power.  If  so,  know  that  the

right use of power is very important in
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these times. 

Exposing 'truth' requires  courage and

conviction,  because  you  may  lose

popularity  when  you  express  truths

that  are  controversial.  I  have  distaste

for  popularity,  when  it  relates  to

altering my truth for any reason. True

power does not come from a desire or

intention  for  popularity  or  financial

gain.  True power entails  standing tall

with  conviction  and  knowingness

about  what  is  in  alignment  with  the

Divine Plan. 

One  of  my  favorite  quotes  is  by

Marianne Williamson: 

“Our  deepest  fear  is  not  that  we  are

inadequate. Our deepest fear is that we

are powerful beyond measure. It is our

light,  not  our  darkness  that  most

frightens  us.  We  ask  ourselves,  'Who

am I to be brilliant, gorgeous, talented,

and  fabulous?'  Actually,  who  are  you

not to be? You are a child of God." This

quote  helps  me  to  awaken  my  third

chakra,  so I  can create a new healthy

relationship with power. 

Ask  your  spirit  guides  to  remove  all

blockages  that  may  be  effecting  the

functionality  of  your  third  chakra .

Fully  take  back  your  power  from  the

forces  of  domination   and   control!

Awaken to your spiritual power today! 

I have always associated being powerful

with being perfect. You may be having

issues around perfection or ‘not being

good  enough’  coming  up  for  you.

Giving  one  hundred  percent  to  life,

100%  of  the  time  -  now  that  is  real

perfection! It is about doing and being

the best you can be and whether or not

that  is  better  than  someone  or

something  else  is  irrelevant.  Awaken
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your  power  and  know  you  are  quite

capable of transforming your world! 

Perhaps  you  are  resisting  developing

your  masculine  side.   I  faced  this

challenge myself. In the ways of the old

paradigm,  established  by  our

ancestors , women  were  not  supported

in developing  their masculine  side and

it was much discouraged.

Clearing  this generational  karma  will  

benefit  you and  the  collective  human 

consciousness . Be a trailblazer  in the 

self empowerment movement!

Focused Group Effort
Worldwide Meditations

For Planetary Liberation

This art image was inspired by a dream

I had that is coming true! This dream is

for  everyone,  because it  was  a  dream

about  the  coming  Shift  that  some  are

now  calling " The  Event".  It  is  exciting

and  exhilarating  for  me to share  with

you  what  I know  about  "The  Event " 

from my  vivid  dream .  It  was  a  

wonderful dream   that  left  me  with  a  
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feeling of deep  peace  and  happiness.  

The morning  sky  in  my  dream  had 

turned into  Liquid  Love , as  a  huge 

cosmic  flash of  Love  &  Light  blasted  

forth  and entered  the  atmosphere  of  

the  earth . This  bright  flash  of  Liquid 

Love  left  me feeling  wonderful  beyond 

words . It left me  with  the  feeling  that 

nothing  would ever  be the  same  again 

on  this  planet . I also  knew  that  every 

single   prayer   ever  asked    would  be  

answered!  This glorious event brought 

me  straight  into the  loving  arms  of  a 

group  of beings , who  were  waiting  to 

receive  me off at a distance .  They  were  

my  soul  family members . I  woke  up 

from  the  dream feeling  incredible 

gratitude and peace. 

The power of focused group meditation

to  effect  world  change  is  extremely

powerful.  Studies  have  revealed  this.

Understand  the  importance  of

worldwide unity consciousness through

prayer  and  meditation,  in  order  to

trigger what is being called The Event.

Description  of   "The  Event":       When

Mother/  Goddess  deems  it  to  be  the

perfect  moment the signal will  go out

and a strong Galactic Wave of Love will

flow  down  through  our  solar  system

and reach our shores and sweep away

any final remnants of the Veil, plus any

filaments  of  anomalous  plasma

remaining on or around Gaia as also in

and  around  every  human  being.

Everyone  will  experience  a  palpable

knowingness  that  something  very

special  is  taking  place  and  within

twenty minutes the Master Plan will be

ignited. Like one old prophecy says; “At

a certain point, energies of the Galactic

Central  Sun  will  burn  through  all

obstacles  of  the  Matrix  on  the  astral

and  etheric  planes  and  all  negative
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entities  will  be  removed.  They  will  be

replaced  with  angels  and  spiritual

guides  as  one  prophecy  beautifully

states.

Draw  your  energy  from  The  Creator,

thereby receiving an infinite, unlimited

supply  of  life-force  energy.  Feed  your

Rainbow Body of Light.  Exercise peace

in the ways of your being.  Connect to

Source  through  your  Crown  Chakra

and Light Body. Bring Heaven's love to

Earth  through  your  physical  body .

Remember that God dwells within you,

as you. 

Are you in divine union, fully anchored

within  your  masculine  and  feminine

sides?  By  claiming  your  Unity  Christ

Conscious State, a greater balance with

others  is  possible,  including  divine

union with another. This card is about

receiving  the  God  spark  for

illumination  of  the  self,  and  bringing

the love of Heaven to Earth, so we may

create Heaven on Earth. Activate your

Light Body now! 

What is  your  Light Body? Your Light

Body is a grid-work of Light and sacred

geometry that interlaces your physical,

emotional, mental and spiritual aspects

of  being.  This  body  radiates  light

energy  and  electromagnetically  links

your  multidimensional  self  with  the

infinite  universe.  It  connects  you  to

encoded data within your many aspects

and  assists  you  in  manifesting  your

soul  purpose.  Activating  and

integrating the Light Body, reorganizes

your  DNA  and  molecular  structure.

The body becomes less dense and freer

to express  itself as  source energy.  The

more you activate your Light Body the

more  effective  you  become  in  the

focused  group  meditations  for

planetary healing.
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Giving Birth
Joy of Motherhood

The  most  incredible  experience  a

woman can have  is  giving  birth  to  a

child. As a mother of three I have fond

memories  of  my  children  and  giving

birth  to  them.  Breastfeeding  is

incredible.  Being  in  the last  stages  of

labor  is  painful,  however  it  is  not

remembered  as  pain,  because  it  is  a

pain  that  holds  the  intensity  of

transformation,   alchemy    and    the

ecstatic bliss of holding your newborn

babe; truly a gift from God.

That  was  my  experience  and  I truly 

believe that there is no other experience 

in life that  can  take  you  so  deeply  to  

your soul, than childbirth.

This  is because  of the  deep  surrender 

that  happens . You are  no  longer  a 

service  to  self    individual  after  

becoming  a  mother . This  letting  go 

continues  as  your  children  grow  up 

and  move  away  to  live  their  separate 

lives.
Kahlil Gibran, The Prophet:

Your children are not your children.
They are the sons and daughters of 
Life's longing for itself.

They come through you but not from 
you,

And though they are with you, yet they 
belong not to you.

You may give them your love but not 
your thoughts.

For they have their own thoughts.

You may house their bodies but not 
their souls,

For their souls dwell in the house of 
tomorrow, which you cannot visit, not 
even in your dreams.
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You may strive to be like them, but seek 
not to make them like you.

For life goes not backward nor tarries 
with yesterday.

You are the bows from which your 
children as living arrows are sent forth.

The archer sees the mark upon the path
of the infinite, and He bends you with 
His might that His arrows may go swift 
and far.

Let your bending in the archer's hand 
be for gladness;

For even as He loves the arrow that 
flies, so He loves also the bow that is 
stable.                      

 ~ Kahlil Gibran
 

The  art  image  for  this  card  shows  a

veiled  pregnant  woman  with  a

hummingbird.  The  hummingbird

represents  the joy of motherhood and

the  morning  glories  reflect  upon  the

glory of bringing through an incredible

soul onto the earth-plane, through the

divine vessel which is your female body.

As an initiation into  womanhood, the

veil  over  the  pregnant  woman 's  face

indicates  that  she  is  moving  into  a

mystery ,  and  the  unveiling  of  this

mystery  leads  to  the   experience  of

motherhood .  Through  all  it 's  joys  

and challenges ;  an  alchemical  

experience happens ,  that  can 

transform  her from a  girl  to  a  soul-

embodied ,  full-on Mother  Goddess  of 

wisdom . Childbirth  can also bring  up 

unresolved  issues  with  your  own 

mother . Part  of preparing  the  psyche 

for  this  experience  involves  reflecting 

upon your own childhood.

For some  women this  could  also  bring 

up painful  issues around  their  father  

and  the  loving male /father  energy  

that  may  or  may not  be  present  in  

her  life .  Single mothers  may  

experience  a  great sadness  or  void,  if  

they  do not have a partner or husband 

to share the experience with.

 If you are planning to have a child and 

you picked this card then perhaps the 

time  is coming  soon for  you  to plan  a 

family.
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You  may  have  recently  found  out  

that  you  are pregnant  or  you  are  in  

a  process  of contemplating  having  a  

child . Maybe you  are  considering  

having  a  child without  a partner . 

Regardless  of   circumstances  your 

choice  to  give  birth to  a child  is your 

own and guided by your soul.

Be  present  with  your  soul and  make  

your  choice  based upon  the best  for  

all  concerned .  You  have  the right as a 

woman  to  decide  for  yourself about  

whether  giving  birth is for the highest 

good of your life and for the life of  the  

child.

Abortion in some cases may be a hard

choice and the ethical issue around the 

subject  

The  choice should  always  be given  to 

the  woman .Conscious  woman who 

respects themselves  will do their best to

prevent an unwanted  pregnancy  from

happening,  however  sometimes  life

throws  us  a  surprise  that  may  be  a

nudge  from the higher  self.  Whatever

your  relationship  around  birth  and

motherhood is, you picked this card to

reflect upon it and to heal and expand

your growth as a soul. 
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Goddess Artemis
Connect to Yourself

and the Mother Earth

The  Moon  Goddess  Artemis  is  wild,

fearless  and  free.  With an  intensified

independence, she is free to bond with

nature and become one with it.  She is

in touch with the rhythm of nature and

the cycles of the thirteen moons. 

Deepen your soul connection and value

your time  alone.  Call  upon all  sacred

sisters, above and embodied, who have

integrated  the  Artemis  Archetypal

Energy.  Go  within,  and  reflect  upon

deepening  your  self-love.  Empower

your  life.  Think  of  the  independent

spirit of Artemis to bring you strength.

She is an aspect of the goddess, which

needs  to  be  developed  in  everyone.

Stand on  your own  two  feet  and own

your power. Be out in nature to absorb

the healing energy of the Great Mother.

Walk barefoot  upon the earth. Nature

can  be  your  haven  and  your  inner

focus will enrich your life. Embrace this

process  of  self -discovery  with  courage

and enthusiasm. 

Artemis on Anger & Forgiveness

Towards the Opposite Sex: 

Becoming  an  independent  and

sovereign  woman  is  very  freeing.  For

women, the path to getting there may

involve  healing  and  releasing  your
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anger  towards men. Clear this  buried

anger  with  understanding  and

forgiveness. 

My  personal  experience  with  this

message  from  Artemis  involved  my

deep-seated  anger  towards  men  who

reflect  the  role  of  the  womanizer.  I

know  that  the  damage  to  the  ‘divine

masculine’  has  involved  the

generational  karma  associated  with

lust  and  promiscuity  being  handed

down from generation to generation. 

Nevertheless,  the  ‘virgin/whore’

behavioral  conditioning  of  men  has

been very hard for me to heal. Honesty

and forgiveness has brought me to the

following  epiphany.  Essentially,  I

decided  that  I  was  not  willing  to

reinforce the old story that all men are

cruel  womanizers.  Moreover,  even  if

many still are I vowed to make smarter

choices when it came to male partners.

Now I am no longer attracted to men

who are playing  out old subconscious

patterning  because  as  a  conscious

being,  I  am  no  longer  a  vibrational

match with a man who lives from old

generational  programming  and

ancestral karma. 

The  emotions  of  romantic  love  can

become  confused  or  corrupted  by

beliefs and conditioning from this life

and/or  past  life  karma.  For  myself,  I

sometimes  experience  the  ‘Dark  Lilith’

aspects  of duality  consciousness  in my

love  life .  These  pitfalls  manifest  with

feelings  like  obsession ,  jealousy ,

insecurity, or hopelessness. It is a rabbit

hole to avoid, if you want to remain on 

your spiritual path to freedom.

Write a new story for yourself! 

Artemis  guides  your  sovereignty  with
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strong warnings regarding engaging in

relationships  with  narcissists.  Any

relationship that pulls energy from you

is  out  of  alignment  to  the  whole

purpose of  your soul's  incarnation;  to

be sovereign,  respected and free  from

dysfunctional relationships. 

Artemis says  wear  moonstone  to  help

you  to  dream  and  visualize  a  new

reality  for  yourself.  In  addition,

remember that  'relationship harmony'

comes  only  after  you  become  a

sovereign  being  and  free  from  the

illusions  of  this  world.  Having

sovereignty  govern  a  romantic

relationship is uncharted for most. Ask

Artemis for help in these matters. 

Goddess Hathor
Bathe in Sound Healing

Frequencies

Goddess Hathor was the sky goddess of

Egypt.  The  Goddess  Hathor  became

associated with fertility and sex, ecstasy

and bliss.  She comes  from the Beings

called The Hathors,  and they came to

earth  from  Venus , but  they  originated

from   Sirius.   The   Hathors  are  inter-

dimensional  teachers  who  are

facilitating  planetary  ascension
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through  compassion,  love,  and  sound

healing. To have direct experience with

these  Beings  of  Light is  to  remember

the  power  of  love,  laughter  and

conscious  breath  moving  within  the

full-spectrum of  being.  The  Hathors

represent the Shekinah, that maternal

force who embraces duality into unified

Oneness  and  gathers  the  fragments of 

self. 

Sound Healing 

Sacred  sound  has  been  used  for

centuries  among  all  cultures  and

traditions  to  bring  us  into  a  state  of

harmony and  balance.  Sound healing

unites us on a higher plane and helps

us remember our true self. Next to our

voices,  quartz  crystal  ‘singing’  bowls

are some of the most powerful healing

tools on the planet! The bowls have the

healing  properties  of  gemstones  and

minerals.  Each  crystal  bowl  has  a

particular musical note assigned to it,

which corresponds to an energy center

on the body, as well as to a particular

organ. Sound waves are created when a

Crystal  Bowl  is  played.  If  anything  is

out of balance, healing sounds will help

correct  that  imbalance.  The  bowls

produce  sine  waves,  which  penetrate

deep into the cellular structure of the

body.  It  is  like  getting  an  internal

massage!  Sound  healing  and

vibrational medicine are the medicines

of our future. 

Sound has been used for  centuries  to

control or influence populations. If you

look at pop music, you will find that it

is based on keeping people tuned into

the  lower  frequencies  of  the  base

chakra.  I  was  recently  in  Eastern

Europe and I was shocked to hear the
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same pop song playing all over the city.

Sex  and  lust  programming  keeps

people  diverted  from  a  spiritual  life.

However , no one  is forced  to be a part 

of this  mind  and  frequency  control ? 

We all have  free  will  and no one forces 

you to  listen  or  watch  anything .  

What becomes  popular  is  often 

controlled  by the shadow  government ,  

and  it takes  conscious  individuals  to 

turn away from the norm.  There  are so  

many  choices  today .  Turn  your  ears  

away from  the sounds  of violence , lust 

and strife .  Tune  into  the  high 

frequencies of unconditional  love  and  

spiritual growth  through  sound  

healing  music  and  crystal  bowl  

sound  healing therapies.  

The Hathors work with people through

vocal sounds. When the Hathor energy 

comes through a voice it sets up a  field,  

and  those  who are  in  the  field

experience  a  very  powerful ,  catalytic

effect. The Hathors say that sound is the  

primordial  basis  of  all  creation ; that 

we are standing wave patterns of energy

;  that  we  are  complex  harmonics .  

We  look  solid ,  but  from another  

frequency ,  we  look  like luminous  

eggs  or  orbs  of  light  with filaments  of  

light  through  our  auric field. 

Bathe  yourself  in  sound  healing

frequencies  on  a  regular  basis.  This

card may  be  calling  you  to  become a

sound healer yourself.
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Goddess Pele
Ignite Your Creative Fire

Goddess  Pele  is  the  goddess  of  fire,

lightning,  dance,  volcanoes  and

violence. Like Goddess Kali, Pele is also

a  destroyer  of  the  old  to  bring

resurrection and rebirth.

Like  a volcano ’s lava  that  creates  new 

land , the  goddess Pele  reminds  us  

that  even  fiery  eruptions  and 

emotional  upheavals  are  followed  by 

new life and change . As an archetype ,  

Goddess   Pele   is    a   passionate   and

creative  force  who  transforms  and

rebuilds  the  landscapes  of  our  lives.

The  alchemical  process  ignites  change

to  bring  about  a  spiritual

transformation.

Pele invites you to set your soul on fire,

by adopting a passion for transforming

and  healing!  Healing  generated  by

creative joy is the best. Pele says, “The

passion of  a strong creative drive  can

set you free to explore who you are and

what  makes  you  unique  as  an

individual.” Explore your Creative Fire!

You  may  have  picked  this  card  to

remind  yourself  that  your  inner

journey  is  most  important  now.  You

may  have  recently  broken  up  with  a

spouse or partner.  Know that  creative

energy is sexual energy and that your

focus now ought to include expressing

your  sexual  energy  not  through  sex,
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but  through  the development  of  your

inherent creative gifts. 

“Inspiration is the medicine of passion,

sweet  ones.  Ignite  your  passion  and

with  aliveness  stay  inspired  and

invigorated in healthy ways. Keep your

spark  for  life  strong  with  fiery

enthusiasm. Keep your rising passions

for creative expressions, churning and

dancing within” ~ Goddess Pele 

Goddess  Pele  represents  the  fire  and

passion  of  the  divine  feminine

emanating  through  creation.  A

message  from  Pele  comes  forth,

“fiercely  and  passionately  recreate

yourself.”  Do  not  tone  down  your

expression.  Embody  your  divine

feminine  energy  and  express  it

creatively and to the fullest!

 Goddess Saraswati

Nurture Your Creative
Passions

Saraswati,  the  goddess  of  knowledge

and  arts,  represents  the  free  flow  of

wisdom and consciousness. Saraswati is

the  daughter  of  Lord  Shiva  and

Goddess Durga.

The Sanskrit word ‘sara’ means essence

and  ‘swa’  means  self.  Thus  Saraswati

means "the essence of the self." 
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It  is  believed  that  Goddess  Saraswati

endows human beings with the powers

of  speech,  wisdom  and  learning.  She

has  four  hands  representing  four

aspects  of  human  personality  in

learning: mind, intellect, alertness and

ego.

In  visual  representations,  she  has

sacred  scriptures  in  one  hand  and  a

lotus--the symbol of true knowledge--in

the opposite hand. With her other two

hands,  Saraswati  plays  the  music  of

love  and  life  on  a  string  instrument

called  the  veena.  She  is  dressed  in

white--the symbol of purity--and rides

on  a  white  swan,  symbolizing  purity

and discrimination. 

Unlimited creative flow will bless your

life.  You  are a  talented creative  artist

with dreams of  fulfilling these desires

to  create.  Explore  your  passion  for

music,  play-writing,  dance,  creative

writing,  painting,  sculpture,  and  the

healing  arts  or  through  whatever  is

your  unique  creative  expression.  Let

your mind go and release your worldly

concerns ,  so  your  creative  juices  may

flow  free.  Fill  you  surroundings  with

beauty, art and music. Enjoy listening to 

music as a food for the soul to fuel your 

inspiration!

Who is your muse, the one who inspires

you?  I  have  had  the  same  muse  for

three years and his guitar playing has

inspired  many  of  my  creative  works.

The  divine  nature  of  creating  is  so

magical because you are meant to be a

co-creator with God. We can all unlock

this potential  by allowing  it to blossom 

naturally. Call on Goddess Saraswati to 

help you align with your creative flow.
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A  suppressed  creative  drive  could  be

related  to  depression  or  a  lack  of

enthusiasm  about  life.  By  unlocking

your innate gifts and expressing them,

the  funk  of  low  energy  and  lethargy

can be lifted. Start today! Do not judge

what  you create  as good  or bad. Those

are thoughts that trap you in the mind.

Lose  yourself ,  even  if  just  for  a day .

When that day is done, I guarantee you

that you will not want to stop creating!

You are  indeed  gifted  in many  unseen 

ways!

Grace Rose
Sisterhood of The Rose

Reflect  upon  how  you  relate  to  the

feminine Pink Ray of the Sisterhood of

the  Rose.  For  myself  I  feel  a  difficult

energy  around  this  related  to  my

feelings  that  sacrifice  has  been  too

much a part of spiritual service.  I  feel

this  is  coming  up  for  many

Lightworkers and this is a huge karmic

piece  that  needs  to  be  released!  The

resistance  to  your mission may involve
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feeling  stuck ,  because  of  remaining 

past  life  energy  of  trauma  or 

persecution . Clear  this  with  love  and 

grace . Your  reality  now, need  not  have  

a feeling  of  heaviness  or  sacrifice . 

Anchor in a beautiful  energy  of ease , 

grace  and flow ,  once  you  have  

cleared  this heaviness  of past  lives  of 

sacrifice. 

Hold  strong  and  know  that  you  are

greatly  blessed,  acknowledged  and

treasured by the unseen  Masters  and

Angels. Deep devotion is well worth the

effort! 

Grace  Rose  Sisters  hold  a  warrior

energy  that  is  soft,  as  well  as  strong.

These  sisters  are  proactive  like  the

flower  children  of  the  sixties,  who

handed out flowers to cops. They are all

about  grace,  yet  are  also  fierce

protectors of the innocent. I thank you

GraceRose  Sisters.  You  are  Rainbow

Warriors,  who  hold ‘The Pink Egg’  in

your  visions,  surrounding  those

around you who are stressed in a pink

egg  of  healing  light.  Your  support,

compassion, and grace is changing the

energy of the world. 

Pink Egg Meditation:  Simply visualize

an egg shape glowing with pink light,

infused with gold glittery flecks around

stressed people or situations in need of

healing or emotional balance.

This art image honors anyone, who has

persevered on his or her spiritual path,

to  successfully  reach  a  state  of  grace.

Sister  of  the  Rose  Ray,  do  you  know

how beautiful you truly are? 

Spiritual  knowledge and wisdom have

been  protected  and  treasured,  down
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through  the  ages  by  the  High

Priestesses  of  Isis,  also known as ‘The

Sisterhood  of  The  Rose’.  More  and

more sisters are claiming their divinity

and ability to guide others spiritually.

The time has come, Dear Sisters of The

Light,  to shine bright  and share your

wisdom.  Open  your  throat  chakra  to

pour forth the songs of The Angels and

the wisdom of the Goddesses of Light.

Dissolve all obstacles that prevent your

full  bloom  with  healing  prayers  that

anchor your Goddess Self. You are ‘The

Rose’,  a  most  sacred  symbol  of  the

Divine Feminine. 

If you picked this card, contemplate on

how  you  can  serve  as  a  Grace  Rose

sister. If you are already serving in this

way,  know  how  much  you  are

cherished, loved and appreciated. This

card could also  indicate  that  you will

soon  have  a  spiritually  uplifting

experience through an interaction with

a  heart-centered,  priestess  sister.  Soul

sister energy is present! 

Brothers

& Sisters

of the

Love Revolution,

Visualize

Peace

& Unity!
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Ground to the Mother Earth
& Anchor in the

Rainbow Rays of the Cosmos

Honor the healing process  of the root

chakra  and   all   three   lower   chakras.

Connect  to  the  Mother  Earth and let

her assist you through these times that

are  calling  for  more  grounding.

Ascension symptoms have been coming

up for people and vertigo is one of the

symptoms  that  is  helped  greatly  by

staying grounded. Walk barefoot out in

nature  and  limit  your  exposure  to

electronic devices.

Issues with the first,  second and third

chakras  are  related  to  feelings  of

despair  and  grief.  Sometimes  grief,

loneliness and despair lead to desires of

escapism.  Negative  patterns  establish

themselves  through  long  lengths  of

time. Times of despair and abuse have

engendered degradation of the quality

of  life  by  poverty,  war,  and  disease.

These  we  must  dismantle  now  by

empowered  action.  Past  lives  that

involved  abuse  led  us  to  'check  out'

emotionally , in order endure  and cope

with  incidences  of  physical ,  spiritual

and mental  abuse . Being 'checked  out'

emotionally is a very ungrounded way

to  live.  However,  some  people  have

found  that  when  the  pain  body  is

triggered,  ungroundedness  falls  into

place  like  a  defense  mechanism.
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Healing the first chakra involves feeling

the withheld  pain and transmuting it

with  unconditional  love  and

acceptance.

Once  we  are  grounded  to  Mother

Earth, we can start to replace the pain

body  with  the  ecstatic  body.  It  is

natural for us to be connected with the

bliss of the cosmos.

I call upon you, dear ones, with urgency

in  my  heart,  for  a  collective  womb

cleansing  and reconnection with  your

deepest ability to feel. We must be able

to feel with our hearts, and be present

with every living fiber of our being, in

an  unfiltered,  uncensored,  and

unrestrained way. 

For thousands of years many wars have

been  fought  in  the  name  of   control, 

suppression,  and  male  superiority.

These  wars  represent  our  collective

battle between the mind and heart, and

between the divine masculine and the

divine  feminine.  You  had  many

lifetimes, where you allowed yourself to

be ruled, controlled, and abused to the

point that you could no longer handle

feeling it. This is the main reason why

grounding is still a major problem for

people.  Throughout  history,  it  was

necessary  for  you  to  leave  your  body

due  to  trauma.  It  was  a  coping

mechanism  of  the  mind.  You  had  to

close down your ability to feel through

your heart for your survival and, as a

result,  you  become disconnected from

your ecstatic body, your physical body,

and planetary body. Call upon Gaia to

help  you  release  old  karmic

attachments  that  are  rooted  in

unhealthy  emotions  and  old  energy.
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Root  yourself  into  Mother  Earth  and

feel  her  holding  you  firmly.  Uproot

what is unhealthy and not serving you,

but  do  not  uproot  your  destiny  with

feelings of wanting to leave the planet.

Rest in your knowingness that once you

let  go of  what  is  not  serving  you,  the

pain  shall  pass,  and  you  will  feel

liberation and peace.

While in meditation, bathe yourself in

the Rainbow Rays of the Cosmos. You

are  being  hugged  by  thousands  of

Angels. Heal your issues around being

grounded.  Love  your  ecstatic  body

connection! 

Heal with the Assistance
of the Dolphins

Healing  with  dolphins  and  whales  is

quite  miraculous  and powerful.  Many

have  had  spiritual  journeys  and

incredible  experiences  in  the  sacred

waters  of  Hawaii  with  these

magnificent creatures of the sea. I have

a friend who completely healed his legs,

injured in a severe motorcycle accident,

through swimming with the dolphins.

Not only did his physical body heal, he
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was also activated in his divine gift of

guitar playing and went on to pursue a

career  as  a  musician  of  the  528

unconditional love frequency. 

The  legend  of  Mary  Magdalene  and

Christ  Yeshua  (Jesus)  includes  some

fantastic tales told by a brilliant writer,

Margaret  Starbird.  According  to

Starbird, the Christ symbol of ‘a fish’ is

really a  dolphin and she believes  that

the dolphins  teach us that JOY is  the

most powerful  healer of  all.  When we

are  living from joy  and  creativity,  we

are  in  alignment  with  our  divinity.

Then  we  become  ‘Christed  Beings’  of

Love, Light and Life!

The symbol for Mary Magdalene is The

Little  Mermaid.  She  is  the  sleeping

innocence inside us all. She is willing to

come  out  and  play  because  she  feels

safe  enough to reveal  her  inner  child.

Painful  past  experiences  of  being

judged and criticized are washed away

with self-forgiveness. She teaches us that  

acknowledging  our  fear  and shame 

allows us to release it.

You  may  have  a  spiritual  dolphin

connection  yourself  that  will  be

revealed  to you soon. Do you feel called

to swim with the dolphins  for healing?

Perhaps  you have  a cetacean  aspect  of

your soul, which  is calling  you to go to

the oceans  where  dolphins  and whales

live. In this art image , I felt  Christ  and

Magdalene ’s deep connection  with the

sea and the cetaceans  that goes beyond

their lives on this planet, to places in

the cosmos like Sirius and the Pleiades.

Experience  joy  with  the  ecstatic

frequency  of  dolphins.  Experience

unity  and  oneness  with  all  life.  Feel

others  as  yourself.  Feel  oneness  with
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Christ and Magdalene as your equals.

They  see  you  as  their  brothers  and

sisters on the endless upward spiral of

spiritual life. 

If you feel called, go on a boat trip with

a  dolphin  healing  facilitator  

and  experience  the  healing  energy  

of dolphins  firsthand . There  are many 

of these  facilitators ,  who  are  based  

in Hawaii and Southern California. 
Hold the Vision

of Balance & Flow,
Ease & Grace

With Your Twin Flame

Twin Flames  experience a  oneness  of

soul  that  is  undeniable  through  the

intense   connection  felt  while    gazing

into each others eyes. The eyes are the

windows  of the soul. The eye gazing  of

Twin  Flames  can open  portals  of deep

remembrances of  other  past lives  and

dimensions,  when  the  Twins  were

together.  Making  eye  contact  is  very
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intimate  and  requires  openness  to

being  vulnerable.  If  either  one  of  the

Twins is not ready for the intensity of

the union , they may look away, and be

unable  to hold  open  the  soul  window

that they  are  looking  into.  Sometimes

this  connection,  so  pure,  will  cause

other issues within the Twins to come

up . Intense  Light  shines  onto  every

dark  corner  of   the  heart,   where  old

buried  wounds  may  still  reside.  The

'Bubble Love' Twin Flame phase refers

to this experience.

Many  times  the  next  thing  that

happens  is  they  break  up  over  the

deep-seated  denial  and  repulsion  to

looking at what is coming up for them,

which  often  times  feels  scary  and 

overwhelming . I hope that they will get 

past  this  phase  and  return  to  the  

blissfulness  of   their  endless  and

timeless  love  for  one  another.  

Some  Twin Flames  stay  separated  for 

years after a break up. They sometimes 

have much more inner healing to do, to  

become ready for union.

If you have  broken  up with  your  Twin

Flame it could mean one of two things :

Either  you  each  have  more  healing 

work  to  do apart  or  you  were  not 

genuine Twin  Flames .  This  is  not  a  

bad  thing because , if you believed  you 

were  with  your genuine  Twin  Flame 

and  you  were not,  the experience   has 

prepared you for your true Twin Flame 

to appear in your future.

The catalyst  Twin  Flame  experience  

prepares you better than anything else. 

Usually   the    catalyst   Twin     Flame 

experience  is  a  blessing  in  disguise  

because the intensity of the pain that 

comes up to be cleared will not have to 
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be   cleared  or  processed   again.   The 

dross  of  the ego and lower  vibrational 

energies  will have  been  purged ,  

making  it  easier when  your true  Twin 

Flame  appears  in  your  life . 

Consequently  you  will  be  much  more 

ready to embrace our  true  Twin  Flame 

and your  planetary  service  which  is  

your mission ! Trust  in  the  mystery  of  

the  process . Trust  your  guides  and 

Angels  too! Hold the  vision  of  balance  

and  flow,  plus ease and grace with your 

true  Beloved Twin  Flame . The  balance 

refers  to  the balance  of  your  

masculine  and feminine  energies 

within . The  flow  refers to  letting  go  

and  allowing  things  to flow  in divine 

timing . Ease  and  grace happens  when 

we let go and let God!

Part  of  the  reason  the  MagdaLion

Oracle  2
nd

 Edition  has  so  many  Twin

Flame  Message  Cards  is  because  the

time is ripe for many to experience the

Twin Flame connection.  For some this

simply means acknowledging that the

process of reunion has started with the

meeting  of  one’s  Twin  Flame . It is a 

process  that  often  takes  years . This  is 

called the Twin Flame merge process.

For others , who  have  found  much 

conflict  in the  union ,  it  means  

addressing  the issues  within  oneself 

that  are  still  blocking  a harmonious 

union.
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but with practicing  letting go it will get 

easier.

Like    ascension ,  if    this   were   easy 

humanity  would  have  become 

ascended  long  ago . However  what  in 

life that is inherently easy, is ever really 

worth great value?



Hold Your Sword
with Brave Conviction

Archangel Michael
Has Your Back!

There is deep passion and compassion

in  the  fiery  soul  of  Archangel  Lady

Faith,  the  Twin  Flame  of  Archangel

Michael. 

She is the jewel of Archangel Michael’s

heart!  Through  many  lifetimes  on

earth,  she  has  been  guided  and

protected  carefully  by  Archangel

Michael’s  blazing,  blue-violet  flaming

sword of Light! During her life as Joan

of  Arc,  her  courage  and  devotion  to

God were remarkable! 

In  the  art  image,  Lady  Faith’s  right

hand  holds  the  sword  of  Michael’s

blue-violet  flame,  not  a sword  of  steel,

but  a sword  more  like  a violet  feather ,

that  effortlessly  cuts  the  cords  of

unhealthy  attachments .  In  her  left

hand ,  she  holds  a  selenite  wand  for

energy  clearing .  She  is  our human /

divine  example  of  courage  and faith  

embodied .  As  a  jewel  of  cosmic love 

and  compassionate  love  for  Mother

Gaia , she  defends  and  protects  along

with Archangel Michael! 

Ask Archangel Michael & Lady Faith to

cut  away all  the  cords  of  attachment

that are rooted in negative energies and

hinder  your  ascension.  May Michael’s

Sword Blaze forth with Cosmic Blue &

Violet Lightening Rays!
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Archangel Faith

Decree 

Faith is a Golden Flame 

Ablaze at Michael’s side 

Illuminating Truth 

The darkness cannot hide 

(REFRAIN): 

Blazing the trail, blazing the trail 

Faith with her golden sword 

Piercing the veil, piercing the veil 

Faith with her golden sword 

Whenever we need Faith 

She beckons at our call 

Her golden wings of Light 

Enfold around our form 

(REFRAIN) 

If doubt and fear appear 

Faith comforts and restores 

Angelic songs descend 

Awakening our souls 

(REFRAIN) 

I am Faith and Faith is Me 

The Truth of Faith is all I See 

SEALING: 

We accept this prayer, manifesting in 

full power here and now throughout 

the planet - blessing all souls of light, 

transmuting all areas of doubt and 

fear, and raising all into the Victorious 

Light of Faith! Almighty I AM, I AM in 

Me; I AM in thee; Thy Self in Me. Thy 

victory’s mine, Thy hope divine, God 

seals all in pure love sublime. Beloved I 

AM, Beloved I AM, Beloved I AM. 

 

Always

Call Upon, 

the Protection of 

Archangel Michael 

& Lady Faith, 

During 

Sacred Ceremony. 
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Honor the Dragon
Within Your Being

This altar card reflects the Temperance

card  of  the  Tarot.  There  is  a  dance

going on here between 'The Sophia' and

the Dragon.  She is  standing  with  her

arms stretched out to achieve balance.

On a balance beam, one moves forward

with arms out stretched,  as this help to 

maintain  balance.  What  she needs to 

maintain balance  is represented by the   

crystal  spheres  she  is   holding  in   her

hands.  The  blue  sphere  in  her  right

hand  signifies  water  and  Sophia

Wisdom,  'feminine  aspect  of  the

Godhead'.  The  red  sphere  in  her  left

hand is the Dragon energy of fire, as a

primordial  force  of  fiery  passion  and

power. The man behind her represents

her Twin Flame's higher self, as she is

not consciously aware that he is there,

but  she  feels  his spiritual presence,  as

she looks ahead to her next step in her

path of divine union. Her Twin Flame's

higher  self  guides  the  process,  as  she

works  on  achieving  balance  with  the

intense  feelings  that  well  up  in her ,

regarding  this  budding  new

relationship. What  exists  between  fire

and  water?  Perhaps  this  balance

within,  in  regards  to  two  opposing

forces needs to be achieved for her to

remain calm and at peace.
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The Dragon needs to control the fire of

his being, wielding this power with the

wisdom of 'Sophia' - as opposed to the

less  evolved  aspects  of  power.  The

guiding principle of love will help her

integrate wisdom and power.

Tread carefully in any major decisions

regarding  your  Twin  Flame

relationship.  Perhaps  you  picked  this

card  because  there  is  some  anger

building  up  within  you  toward  your

Beloved ?  Could  you  be  projecting 

your  anger  onto your  partner ? 

This  anger  should  be  dealt with 

immediately . This card may also reflect

upon  anger  that  you  have  turned

inward. I had much repressed anger in

my being that eventually manifested as 

cancer .  I continuously  stuffed  my  

anger  for years.  My  husband’s  anger  

was continually   projected   upon   me

and he blamed  me  for  everything. The 

way  I dealt  with  my  own  rage  was  to 

hide it and stuff it down deep. About 7 

years after  my  divorce  I  got  cancer ,  

which lead to my full  surrender  to the 

divine . I  prayed  for  healing .  The  

repressed anger  was  released  and  I 

healed well.

Having  Dragon  energy  myself,  I

understand why rage and anger exists

inside of us. However, we should not be

ashamed with ourselves for feeling rage

and anger toward ourselves or someone

else . It is how  we  deal  with  the  anger

that matters. Find forgiveness and safe,

harmless  ways  to release  anger , before

it has a chance  to manifest  in your life

through disease.
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Krishna & Radha
Expressing Love

for All of Creation

Krishna  was  the  eighth  incarnation

of Vishnu,  the  Preserver  of  the

Universe . He  took  human  form  to

redeem  humankind  from  evil  forces .

Krishna  was  physically  irresistible.

Krishna  led  a  very  pampered  and

amorous  life  in  the  Gokul,  alongside

thousands  of  gopicas,  the

cowherdresses, who were all enthralled

at  his  beauty  and  were  thrilled

whenever  he  played  the  flute.  His

relationship  with  Radha,  his  divine

consort, actually constitutes the private

life of Krishna. In this relationship, love

reigns supreme,  as Krishna surrenders

to Radha. Krishna is love struck while

Radha has taken over control. He has

surrendered to the power of love. Very

few  people  really  understand  this

relationship  and  the  message  it

contains.  The  supreme  object  of

devotion, Krishna, worships the highest

devotion,  Radha. The zenith of Radha

and  Krishna's  love  affair is  the Raas-

Leela,  the  circular  dance  of  love.  The

Raas-Leela  points  to  the  highest

potential  of the soul. Radha/Krishna is

the  original  principle  for  loving

relationships.

The sex principle exists in the Absolute
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in its pure form without any inebriety

or impurity, because Krishna is in fact

Radha.  Together,  Radha  and Krishna

enjoy  eternal  pastimes  of

transcendental  love.  Real  love  exists

between Radha and Krishna. Real love

is  transcendental  and  spiritual.  We

have  to  become  attracted  to  spiritual

love and give up false love and beauty,

which  are  only  skin-deep.  Krishna

consciousness ask us to be  serious  and

determined  to  transcend  the material

attraction between man and woman in

order to become attracted to the lotus

feet of Radha and Krishna. 

The  amazing part about Krishna and

Radha’s  love  affair  is  that  she  loved

Krishna  so fully  and deeply  that  it did 

not matter  what  his  life  

circumstances were .  He  was  God  

embodied  for  her , and  she  was  

Goddess  embodied  for him.

Their  mutual  attraction  and  love for  

each  other  was  so  compellingly

overpowering  that  it  did  not  matter

that  she , as a married  woman , would  

risk  being  judged  for adultery. But for 

Krishna, multiple partners was the way 

of Kings in those times and as the story 

goes he had many wives. However, their 

love  for  each  other  was  beyond  the

societal  roles  that  their  lives  imposed

upon  them . Perhaps  their  love  was the

essence  of  Beyond,  in the sense  of  the

Twin  Flame  connection  that  is  soul

deep, as the couple really are ‘one soul’

in two bodies. Radha’s love for Krishna

is  the love  for  The  Divine  manifested

through her Beloved Krishna.

They express love for all of creation as

role  models  for  divine  relationship.

Krishna  and  Radha’s  love  defies  the

social  constructs  that  trap  entire

civilizations   in  the  mind.  Love  for  all
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creation comes through these Beloveds,

because  their  hearts  are ignited  by the

sacred fire of divine love, and it exudes

a perfume so sweet it is felt by all. Their

love becomes a model for all to follow.

The  path  to  Divine  Union  is  for

everyone,  not  just  a few chosen souls,

but every soul who feels the call.

Sing Praise to The Divine 

and Express Love

for All of Creation!

Kundalini Awakening

This  art  image  depicts  the  magical

origins  of  humanity  with  sacred

symbols and the Hebrew phrase from

the  Song  of  Solomon.  The  Hebrew

phrase on the painting reads, “I am my

Beloved’s, and my Beloved is mine”. The

Song of Solomon is an Old Testament

text  regarded  as  a  love  poem  with

deeply  spiritual  significance.  Christ

Yeshua  (Jesus)  and  Mary  Magdalene

included  this  poem  in  their  wedding
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ceremony. The Wiccan five-pointed star

is intertwined with the Star of David to

symbolize  the  union  of  Divine

Masculine  energy  and  Divine  Female

Energy,  not  separate,  but  equal  and

woven  together.  The  symbolic  snakes

represent  the  Kundalini  energy  rising

up  the  spine.  Kundalini  energy

activation  is  very  often  a part  of  the

Twin  Flame  awakening  process .  The

rising Kundalini  energy  facilitates   the  

union with your beloved  Twin Flame.

Do not be in fear of this mysterious and

intense mystical  experience.  It  is your

birthright as a child of God

Many  people  have  had  Kundalini

awakenings  spontaneously . For  some

people  it  happens  gradually  with  a

concerted  effort  through  the spiritual

practice  of Kundalini  Yoga, or through

a guru.

For some it is the meeting one’s Twin

Flame that  activates  the  Kundalini  to

rise  and  so  I have  added  the  telling 

of one woman’s experience below:

"I felt  a distinct  opening  in my  heart ,

very  clearly .  In  an  amazing  powerful

surge  of  energy ,  the  Kundalini  shot

through  me  along  my  spine ,  like  a

pulse  of  liquid  fire . The  energy  surge

shot out of my heart, then up the center 

of  my  body , and  then  up  toward the  

top  of  my  head.  I  involuntarily arched 

my back, my body pulsating  as intense 

waves of bliss came over me. It

was  so pleasurable that it  was  almost

painful,  like an ache, like a longing, a

reaching  out,  a  desire  and

vulnerability…  like  how  I  would  feel

perhaps all the time, if I dropped all my

defenses  and  let  myself  go.  It  felt

wonderful, very alive and very real, and

it jolted my inner core alive.
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I  felt  my  Twin  Flame’s  presence

transform  into  a  million  particles  of

colored lights that rained down on me

and felt like complete bliss. We melded

together,  we  were  one.  It  felt  like  my

whole being climax; not just physically

(although  it  felt  like  that  too)  but

literally,  my whole  being,  every  single

atom within every single cell within me,

from  my  smallest  toe  to  the  deepest

corners  of  my brain  climaxed  and  it

was pure bliss.

I saw the interconnectedness and non-

separation  of  everything,  and  I

experienced myself as part of the ONE,

swimming through a Universe of non-

duality,  emerging  into  the  sublime,

absolute realm of  the divine.  I  felt  an

outpouring of love and compassion for

all,  and the deep realization that “the

other” is really me.  I traveled through

the  Universe,  seeing  galaxies  being

created  from  within  my  own  being,

feeling the intense closeness  of  God. I

knew that I was responsible for my own

wholeness as the Love that I Am. Love is

all there is.” 

~anonymous female twin flame

Explore awakening your Kundalini and

discover if there are blockages  to clear.

Try  placing  serpentine  or  aurora

quartz at the root chakra to stimulate

the Kundalini to rise up the base of the

spine.
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Lakshmi Blessings

The  Hindu  Goddess  Lakshmi  is  the

Goddess  of  light  and  abundance.

Abundance of not only material wealth

and  prosperity ,  but  also  spiritual

knowledge  and  wisdom .  Lakshmi  is

one  of  the  Mother  Goddesses .  She

represents the creative, feminine aspect

of  the  divine .  In  this  role ,  she  is

addressed as Maha (mother).

Lakshmi is also the Goddess of light, as

she  is  celebrated at  Diwali,  known as

the  festival  of  light.  Her  name  is

derived  from  the  Sanskrit  word

“laksya”  meaning  aim or  goal  as  she

represents what human beings should

be striving for.

In  Hindu  mythology she was born out 

of the  churning  of  the  seas , like   the  

Greek  Goddess  Aphrodite .  She  is  the

consort   of   Vishnu .  When  Vishnu 

comes  to earth,   as  the  avatars  Rama 

and   Krishna,    she  is  at  his  side,   as 

Sita and Radha.

The  Hindu  Goddess  Lakshmi  is

depicted  with  beautiful  eyes  and  a

golden  complexion,  wearing

sumptuous robes of red and gold. She

has  four  arms ,  suggesting  her 

dominion over  the  four  directions.  
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From  the lowest  hand  golden  coins  

fall , representing  wealth  and  luxury  

that she  dispenses  to  all  who  worship  

her without  greed,  according  to  their

dharma. She is often depicted as seated

on a lotus flower, holding lotus buds in

her   upper  pair   of   limbs.   Elephants

accompany  Goddess  Lakshmi,

anointing  her  with  water.  She  is

sometimes  shown riding  a  white  owl,

reminding us not to seek prosperity out

of selfish  desires , but  to keep  our  eyes

open  for  opportunities  for  deep

spiritual enlightenment.

There  are  numerous  mantras  (which

are a series of sacred words repeated to

produce a desired result) dedicated to

the Goddess Lakshmi:

Om Hreem, Shreem, Kleem Maha

Lakshmi Namaha

Ideally,  this  should  be  repeated  108

times  for  40  days  for  maximum

benefit. The easiest way is to use mala

beads ,  so  you  can  keep  count .  Any

repetitions  will  encourage  her

assistance ,  especially  if  chanted  on  a

Friday.

The  Goddess  Lakshmi  may be calling

you  to  look  at  any  blocks  that  you

might  have  to  receiving  abundance.

Remember  that  your  inner  world

reflects  in  your  outer  world  always.

Lack  consciousness  can  be  rooted  to

deep-seated fears of failure or a lack of

self worth. 

Perhaps chanting the Lakshmi mantra

will  benefit  you  now ,  or  tune 

into whatever feels  appropriate to open 

your  flow of  abundance . Examine 

carefully  your own  blocks ,  issues  or  

fears  around  abundance.  
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Lack      consciousness  needs    to  be  

cleared  in  the  collective consciousness

as   well.     Perhaps    in    your    family

history lack and victimization needs to

be cleared through your process.  If so,

know that this  is an honorable divine

service and you will reap the benefits as

well.

Symbols of 

Goddess Lakshmi

The Sri Yantra

Lemurian Remembrances

In  summer  of  2017,  I  had  the

opportunity  to  meet  two  amazing

Lightworkers from Budapest, Hungary

and their strong connection to Lemuria

brought up a deep longing in myself to

revisit my Lemurian roots.

As  Lemuria  was  in  the  catastrophic

phase of sinking into the ocean, I was a

rescued orphan. Hundreds of orphans
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were  saved  and  rescued  by  the

Goddess  Isis. This  incredible  past  life

awakening  explains  how I came to be a

priestess of the Goddess Isis.

My  new  priestess  friends  from

Budapest  lived  very  powerful  and

sacred  lives  in  Lemuria.  Their  most

incredible  book  called  ‘Calling  You’

tells the story of Mara, the past life of

Mother Mary.

Lemuria Priestess Mara

(Mother Mary)

The  book  ‘Calling  You’  (see

recommendations)  tells  the  incredible

story  of  how  the  Christ  family  roots 

date  back   to  Ancient  Lemuria.

Christ and  Mary Magdalene’s  story  is 

fascinating  as  well,   and   adds   more 

pieces  to the mandala like  mystery  of  

The  Magdalene  and Christ.

I  find  it  fascinating  how the roots  of

Christianity link back to these ancient

civilizations,  Lemuria  and  Atlantis.

The  rich  spiritual  history  of  these

cultures also links even further back to

our Stellar Nation roots.* 

For  myself  there  is  a  strong 

soul connection  to  the Pleiadians  and 

the  Lemurians .  Perhaps  you have  a 

deep soul connection  to being Lemuria 

and Pleiadian, as well.  

As I am writing this, I am tuning into

the question,  “what is this oracle card

for?” I dreamt last night of two energy

healers  working  on  my  energy  body

and  they  found  issues  of  a  huge

disconnect in my energy body. Perhaps,
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there  lies  the  answer  to  the question.

The fall of these two great civilizations

created  deep  wounds  and severe  soul

disconnection  for  many  thousands  

of souls .  Healing  the  energy  body  

fully may  require  past  life  regression  

work around  your  painful  past  life 

trauma ,  stemming  from  your  

Lemurian lifetime .  While  past  life  

regression  is  one way  to clear  trauma, 

it  is  not  the only way;  so keep in mind 

that  it  is  only a suggestion . Another 

healing method may be right for you.

The civilization under Mount Shasta in

California ,  called  Telos ,  roots  back  to

the story of the survivors  of Lemuria . I

have  lived  in Mount  Shasta  for  eight

years . It  is  a  place  to  become  fully

conscious  by  working  diligently  on

your  healing  and  ascension .  It  is  a

portal   and   major   grid  point  on  the

planet. Budapest has a portal point on

the  Danube  River  linked  to  ancient

Lemuria. 

Look  into  your  Lemuria  soul

connection.  Swim  with  dolphins  and

visit  some of  these  energy  portals  on

the planet  that activate reconnection to  

your  soul’s  incredible divine  story  of   

connection to the stars. 

Soul  family reunion calls  to  you now.

These  yearnings  will  grow,  so  plan  to

explore  them  soon.  Namaste
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Let Love, Power and
Wisdom

Fill Your Heart and Soul
Lady Venus is Near

The Lady Master Venus,  Holy Grail of

the  Stars,  is  holding  space  for  our

emergence  into  the  true  feminine

power  of  love  and  wisdom.  She  is

eclipsed with our Holy Sun in this art

image. Sanat Kumara and Lady Venus

are  Twin  Rays  from  Venus.  Sananda

(Jesus) and Mary Magdalene, also from

Venus,  were  part  of  the  144,000

Lightworkers  who  were  sent  into  the

universe by the loving Venusian father,

Sanat Kumara, to serve The Light and

to  transform  and  transmute  the

darkness  that  descended  upon  this

beautiful  planet.  Sanat  Kumara  and

Lady  Master  Venus  are  lovingly

guiding  and  directing  our  Planetary

Ascension from above. 

In  this  painting,  Lady Venus  has  the

Three-Fold  Flame  shown  over  her

heart.  The  Three-Fold  Flame  of  the

heart  represents  Love  (pink  flame),

Power  (yellow  flame)  and  Wisdom

(blue flame). Every human being has a

divine  sacred  flame;  a  spark  of  God

within their heart. Expand your divine

heart flame. You are a passionate flame

of God, pure and innocent, magnificent

and divine. 
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The  Grail  Codes  of  Light  activate  the

potential within your physical being to

carry the  Golden Flame  of  the  Christ

Consciousness. This is also symbolized

by  the  Golden  Chalice.  You,  in  your

enlightened  physical  body,  are  the

"chalice" that  holds  the  golden  and

infinite Light of Spirit. 

The  Galactic Beings  who are assisting

the ascension process of humanity are

very wise, loving and protective beings.

They  come  from  many  places  in  the

Universe.  Sanat  Kumara,  Twin  Flame

of Lady Venus, is one of the seven Holy

Kumaras  from  the  planet  Venus,

known as the  ‘Morning Star’.  He is  a

very  devoted  ‘Warrior  of  Light’,

blessing  and  protecting  this  solar

system.  The  Lightworkers,  who  came

from Venus, regard him as the father of  

their  spiritual   ancestry.   The   Galactic

Councils had to make a tough decision

to  send  144,000  of  Sanat  Kumara’s

rescue crew to this planet, and this was

long before the times of Atlantis. These

brave  Beings  of  Light  led  by  Sanat

Kumara, are very dedicated to Mother

Gaia,  and  should  not  be

underestimated. 

If  you  are  feeling  guided  to  Mount

Shasta,  you  might  be  interested  in

knowing that it is supposed to become

one  of  the  ascension  centers  for  the

planet.  Mount  Shasta,  in  the  future,

will  be  the physical  location of  one of

the  thirteen  Cities  of  Light.  Mount

Shasta’s City of Light will represent The

High Heart  Chakra.  As  shown to  me

directly  in  my  dreamtime,  my  future

self  will  be  involved  with  sacred  art

projects in these Cities of Light. 
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Come to Mount Shasta and receive an

activation of the high heart. Be open to

the  Sacred  Flames  (Rays  of  Light)  of

Love,  Power  and  Wisdom.  Mount

Shasta City is a small town in Northern

California, nestled at the base of Mount

Shasta.  Perhaps this holy mountain is

calling you. This card’s message reveals

the need to travel  to a sacred  site for a 

spiritual awakening.

Like a Woman
and Like a Guitar

Embrace Holy Desire

Like a woman,

and like a guitar,

the heart of them both,

an intoxicating perfume,

the soul of them both,

a passionate red rose,

the mind of them both,

divine keys and codes,

mixing with the symphony
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of the spheres,

dancing on the clouds

of holy desire,

running as the sparks fly

off of our shoes,

flowing like a great river

that meets the sea of eternity.

Like a woman,

and like a guitar,

my love for The Beloved

 is reminiscent of pure sacred bliss.

And a man like you,

is so worthy of my love,

my love divine, my love eternal.

My love, I am a woman,

and like your guitar,

I am anticipating your fingertips and 

your sensitivity

to my energy field.

Like a woman,

my full healing rests upon

the awakening of my sacred masculine 

counterpart,

my Beloved Twin Flame,

to the dream of ecstatic union!

And like a woman, and a like a man,

and a like a guitar,

or any fine instrument,

the tuning for this union is precise.

This poem has a message of honoring a

sense  of  fiery,  Holy  Desire.  This  Holy

Desire is not an ego driven desire, it is a

purified  desire;  purified  by  the  soul’s

longings.  The soul’s  longings  are  very

different  than  ego-based  desire.  Ego-

based desires usually have agendas and

do not reflect wholeness or the pursuit

of excellence.  These purified desires are

calling  you  to  be  your  best  self.  The

divine  feminine  seeks  the  union  with

the  divine  masculine.  Thousands  of

women  today  are  feeling  this  and  it

relates  to  the  reunion  with  the  Twin
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Flame.  The  Twin  Flame  Path  often

starts  out  with  the  pursuit  of  a  life

partner,  who  will   be   the   epitome   of

romance,  intimacy  and  soul

connection. This pursuit leads to a long

and  necessary  process  of  refinement

and  ego  transcendence.  This

refinement  or  fine-tuning  of  spiritual

development  is  required.  Often  what

happens  is  that  one  finds  his  or  her

Beloved Twin Flame, only to learn that

the  process  of  growth  becomes  even

more challenging  and the union with

the  Beloved  Twin  Flame  physically

cannot happen yet.  The  path  of  being

alone without him continues, and this

can be disheartening, but you may find

yourself  with  no  other  choice .  The

alternative   is   to  turn  away   from   the

Twin Flame connection. This  can be a

diversion through another relationship;

possibly a suitable soulmate.  However,

often  times  this  ends  with  the

undeniable truth that your soul wants

the  genuine  Twin  Flame,  not  a

substitute.

This  Holy Desire,  this  Sacred Fire………

how  to  live  with  it?  You  want  your

dreams  of  living  with  your  Beloved

Twin Flame to manifest, but it feels like

they are being put on hold indefinitely.

Use  your  creativity  to  harness  this

passion energy in productive ways.

Learn about your mission and purpose.

It  will  become  a  joint  mission  with

your Twin Flame in the life that you will 

share  with  him  or  her  in  the  future. 

However , it requires  that  you  stay  on 

the path.
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Mary the MagdaLion
Anchoring Divine Love

Having  the  courage  to  look  at  our

shadow side  brings us to the true path 

of ascension . This  requires  a new level  

of  self -honesty ,  beyond  what  we are  

used  to .  Mary  Magdalene ,  as  the

MagdaLion ,  reflects  this  courage  to

bravely  anchor  in Divine  Love where  it

is needed in the world.

My  Mary  Magdalene  connection  has

led me on a spiritual  journey decades

before  I  ever  knew  of  the  term

‘ascension’.  I  intuitively  knew  from  a

very young age that I would have a life,

which  would  require  a  deep  spiritual

commitment. That commitment grows

stronger  and  stronger  with  each

passing year. 

Mary  the  MagdaLion,  The  Female

Christ,  blesses  our  peace  with  her

gentle heart. She takes us through ‘The

Portal  of  Love,  Power  and  Wisdom’.

Imagine her  holding  your  hand while

you  are  going  through  the  void;  in

other  words,  ‘The  Dark  Night  of  The

Soul’  experiences  that  test  your

spiritual  fortitude.  MagdaLion,  is  an

expression of Mary Magdalene,  whose

spiritual purpose is to hold space for all

aspects of Mary Magdalene. All Beings

of Light are anchoring and weaving in

the healing energies that assist Divine

Feminine  and  Divine  Masculine
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balance within everyone. 

MagdaLion Speaks, “Please dear hearts,

muster  up  the  courage  to  heal  the

ancient  wounds  of  the  HEART.  Our

original  heart  wounds  -  wounds  of

separation,  judgment,  betrayal,  denial

and  abandonment  must  be  cleared

before we can move forward. These core

wounds have to be dealt with now; no

excuses. Conflicts  of  all  kinds  are

heating  up  on  the  world  stage.  Be

brave, and seek conflict resolution in all

your relationships.

Do you still carry around heavy energy

from the battles  within,  that manifest

in your life circumstances?  This heavy

energy  drains  us more  than we know.

This  we can  no longer  afford . Why  do 

you fight ,  kick  and  scream  in  defense  

of your  dysfunctional  behaviors  and 

your ego when you could be on the road 

to blissful living?

Get  inspired  to  change  our  own  life.

Also,  be  compassionate  and  patient

with  yourself.  Develop  inner  peace

through facing all your shadows. Now

is the time to let go of all that does not

serve your higher good. By connecting

with the Magdalene Mysteries,  we are

feeling  into  the  clear  and  open

expression  of  the  Divine  Feminine

within ourselves, whether we are male

or  female in gender.  Seek to be brave

and  regal,  yet  humble.  The  Keys  to

Divine Love live within you. 

Mary the MagdaLion Speaks 

“Develop  the  courage  to  stay  in  your

hearts,  dear brothers and sisters;  that

is of utmost importance. Be brave, and

cherish  your  innocent  heart.  Avoid

those influences that pull you to the left

or pull you to the right; they have their

own  agendas.  Be  present  with

God/Goddess  to  learn  the  will  of  The
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Creator.  The  ascension  journey;  it  is

your  spiritual  path  that  you  chose  to

embark on in this life. Claim it and stay

with  it!  Embody  your  I  Am  presence ,  

and embrace  your childlike  spirit ! The 

lion    inside   you   roars    and    claims  

divinity  and  Divine  Love , as a way  of 

being  and living  free!

Wisdom  on  Self  Love  &  Judgment

Did you know that you can gauge how 

much  you love  yourself  based  on how 

much you judge others; really, it makes 

sense  because  when  you  are  loving 

yourself unconditionally, 100%  of  the 

time, then you will mirror that love out 

into  the  world .  Then  judgment 

becomes a thing of the past. Why judge

others for the lessons they are learning 

through   even   the   most     despicable 

masks .  For  the  roles  played  and 

masks  worn  are  there  to  help  them 

grow and in  some  cases  they  are  for 

another  person  to grow. Through  soul 

contracts these  things  play  out for the 

higher  good  of  all , and  deep  soul 

growth  is the  desired  outcome . I have 

shifted and grown tremendously  in the 

past  ten  years . I  am  experiencing 

relationships  differently , and  with  a 

fully  developed  self  love . People  who 

used  to  trigger  me  and bring  up 

judgment  in me are no longer having 

that effect on me, and not because they 

changed , because  I changed  from 

within. 
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Mother Mary
& The Angels of Mercy

Hear your Prayers

Feel the healing energies of the Mother

Mary and the Angels of Mercy.  She is

also  joined  by  the  loving  presence  of

Yuan Yin, Isis & Mary Magdalene. They

all  represent  deep  compassion  and

motherly  devotion  to  God  and

Humanity.  They  clearly  hear  the

prayers of all who call to them with a

humble and open heart.

The Mary Masters of Compassion, as I

call them, have hugs to share with all.

All  Mary  Masters,  united  in  oneness

and purpose, have a powerful love that

is  unconditional  and  inspires  self-

empowerment and spiritual growth. 

The  name  Mary  is  synonymous  with

Mother. The powerful mother energy of

the Mary Masters of Compassion holds

a strong flow of Rose Ray energy. The

high frequency of pure rose essential oil

represents  the Mary Masters  and can

be used in your sacred ceremonies for

calling  in  the  Mary  Masters  of

Compassion.

Stay committed to a life of forgiveness

and  compassion.  Hold  the  energy  of

compassion in your heart and express

this outwardly in your interactions with

your brothers and sisters of our Mother
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Gaia.  While  maintaining  and

sustaining this high-frequency energy,

Peace on Earth can be realized. 

Mother  Mary,  the  Mother  of  Jesus ~ 

You  will  know  you  have  had  a  

visitation from  Mother  Mary  when 

you  sense  the  smell  of fragrant  roses . 

Blue  roses  indicate   her  connection   to  

Venus .  She  represents   the   Divine 

Mother  Principle on Earth, and she has 

accepted  the  responsibility  of holding

the  Immaculate  Concept , which is the 

Divine  Blueprint  for  the Ascension  

into  the  Light  for  every single person 

on Earth . She  embodies Divine  Mercy  

through  the  trials  and tests that she so 

courageously  faced  in her earthly  lives. 

She  also  lived  a long life  of  service  to  

the  divine  in  the ancient  civilization 

Lemuria. 

Mary  Magdalene ~ 

Our consciousness today has expanded

to include a completely new concept of

Mary  Magdalene.  Moreover,  she  has

been reborn in the hearts of  many to

her true divine and loving nature. Her

blackened  name  is  being  restored  to

reflect her true loving soul. As an icon

of  the  Divine  Feminine,  Mary

Magdalene  has  a  special  grace  and

beauty  in  her  humanness  and

passionate  devotion  to  God  and

humanity. Jesus and Mary Magdalene,

as Twin Flames, are forever one.

Quan Yin ~ 

Quan Yin embodies gentle, loving care,

grace  and  feminine  softness,  but  a

softness  with  strength  and  character.

With Asian flair,  she guides you with

her  sweet  sisterly  presence,  alive  with

compassion!  Exuding  a  grounded

peace, she rides her gentle dragon. 
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Isis ~ 

Heavenly  Cosmic  Mother  Isis

incarnated and lived the Goddess Way

in  ancient  Egypt.  Her  divine  consort

was the God Osiris.

By  nurturing  and  embodying  the

Goddess  and Divine Feminine energy,

we can anchor  the ascension energies

here  on  Mother  Gaia.  Divine  mercy

through the Mary Mother Goddesses is

changing the world.  Your prayers  are

being  answered,  as  your  own  actions

are  facilitating  these  prayers  to

manifest.

Mother Mary's Blue Rose

Om Namah Shivaya

Many  revered  saints,  “yogis”  and

“rishis”  through the ages attest to the

power of chanting Om Namah Shivaya,

and  these  powerful  life-changing

experiences  can  be  yours  too.  When

you  feel  like  all  of  life  is  conspiring

against you, this mantra shows you the

path to peace  and gives  you the clarity

and  intellect  needed  to act  with  grace

and  dignity . This  mantra  will  temper

your   aggressive    tendencies  ,   boost   
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your  determination  and  relieve  the  

stress from  your  burdened  mind.  You  

will find  your  self-worth  increasing , as 

the divine  power  of  this  mantra  boosts

your self-confidence  and the  way other

people  perceive  you . Your  mind 

becomes calm and life becomes easier to 

handle . The calming  vibrations  and  

frequencies   of   this   mantra   have

demonstrated    tremendous healing  

properties.

Mornings  and  evenings  are  the  best

time  for  chant,  but  you  are  not

restricted to just these hours! You may

chant  this  mantra  anytime  and

anywhere,  especially  if  you  are  in

trouble  or  are  faced  with  negative

forces. Om Namah Shivaya is the most

famous of all the mantras dedicated to

Lord Shiva, because of its versatility and

great power. 

To   reap   maximum   benefit,    ideally

you  should  chant  this  mantra  108

times. Arise early in the morning, take

a  refreshing  bath  and  use  a  mala

(counting beads).  Close your eyes and

begin  chanting  the  Mantra.  Sit

comfortably with your legs folded. You

could  even  adopt  an  “asana”  (yoga

pose).

You can chant this prayer anywhere –

just pick a quiet, secluded spot, or sit in

your prayer room, if you have one. Once

you have completed the count of 108, sit

peacefully  for  a  few  minutes  and

absorb  the  peaceful energy  around  

you.     Attainment    or   “sidh”   will   be 

achieved when  you  chant  this  mantra 

regularly with full concentration. 

Om Namah Shivaya is a way to tap into

the  infinite  space  and  boundless
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potential locked inside you. Chant this

mantra to  secure  your  peace  of  mind

and well-being!

Shiva  is the lord  of all planets  and  the 

merciful . You  can  chant  this  mantra  

in  honor  of  him.

Om Namah Shivaya is a hymn to Shiva,

the  deity  of  destruction  and

transformation,  and  it  is  said  that

chanting  this mantra  helps  one to rid  

themselves  of  imperfections ,

limitations,  and  negative karma.  It  is

also a mantra that elevates the psyche

and  awakens  higher  states  of

consciousness. 

If  you  picked  this  card , you  may  be 

feeling  called  to  pursue  the spiritual  

practice  of  chanting  and connecting 

to Lord Shiva. 

Passion Play
Dance of Magdalena

The art of sacred dance was and still is

practiced  and  appreciated  by

priestesses  and  holy  women  in  many

cultures  around  the  world.  Mary

Magdalene is  the icon of  passion and

sexual  expression.  Besides  being  the

devoted  wife  and  most  important

female  apostle  of  Christ,  she was  also

his divine consort and tantric partner.

She  danced  for  her  Beloved,   as  if  the
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Mother Earth was moving through her

with great passion and sensuality , with 

high  regard  for  pleasing  her  lover ,

Christ. 

As the worldview of sexuality changes,

humanity  is  starting  to  grasp  the

sacredness  of  such  erotic  dances  like

belly dancing and flamenco dancing to

name  a  few .  The  art  of  dance ,  self -

expression  and  freedom  of movement

can carry you away from the stresses of

your  day  in  such  a  beautiful  way.

Consider  what Ecstatic  Dance  can do

for you. It is very healing to move the

body in ways that  encourage  freedom

of expression. 

You  do  not  have  to  be  a  beautiful

professional  dancer  to  enjoy  dancing.

You do not have to be athletic or a yoga

master.  Simply feel  your  body and let

your  chakras  and physical  body  move

with  the  beat.  I  used  to  be  quite  self-

conscious  about  dancing  in  public ,

until  I noticed  that once I entered  that  

blissful  state,  I  no  longer  had  a care 

in the world.

My shyness faded  away,  as  I  realized

that everyone on the dance floor was so

into  their  dancing  as  well.  The  body

can  hold  memories  of  shame  that

inhibit  free  expression.  If  this  type of

wounding has occurred for you, know

that  ecstatic  dance  can  be  a  key  to

liberation. No one will be judging you,

so  cut  loose  and  enjoy  the  bliss  of

dance, unbridled.

In  the  ancient  days  when  Goddess

Worship  was  prevalent,  people would

dance under the full  moon and reach
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states of ecstasy. Explore your Goddess

self through dance. There is probably a

local  ecstatic  dance  event  happening

near  you!  So  many  challenges  and

heaviness  surround us every day.  You

could benefit  from the bliss  of  release

through dancing. 

Dance  as  if  no  one  is  watching,  in

worship  to   the  Higher Self . Enjoy  the 

sensuality  of  your  body . Dance ,  as  a  

form  of  bodywork ,  heals the  physical  

body .  Explore  different forms  of 

bodywork  as  well . Ground  into your  

physical  body  and  enjoy  the freedom  

of  expression  through  your body. Your 

body will love you for it! 

Flamenco  dance  is  my passion.  What

type  of  dance  moves  you?  Explore

dancing  as  a  way  to  get  into  feeling

your  sensual  self.  Leave  shame  or

embarrassment  behind  you   and fully  

enjoy   your    body ’s   movements  .  

Mary Magdalene  encourages  you  to 

express the  sensuality  of  your  body  

through dance . This  pursuit  may  be 

just  for  fun; it  does  not  matter. 

Play the music that moves you to reach

states  of  inspiration  and  bliss.  Dance

uninhibited  and  with  unbridled

passion! 
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All   Twin  Flame  Reunions  demand

patience, endurance, perseverance and

limitless  inner  spiritual  muscle

strength.  They  are  not  'easy'  in  the

sense  that  they  challenge  the  ego  to

release  its  grip  on  the  Spirit  and  the

Heart. This  challenge  and  journey  is

 

the

 path  of  ascension , through  the  focus  

of Twin Flame Reunion.      

Your deep longing  for your Twin Flame  

is   the  longing for   union  with  your   soul.   

Divine Union,  as  it  is called,  must  be 

reached within ,  regardless  of  whether  

or   not  you  have   your   Twin   Flame 

physically  in  your  life.

For the majority of Twin Flamers,  as I

so lovingly call  them, the full physical

union  has  not  happened  yet.  Some

believe that the union need not result

in living a life with the Beloved in the

physical. This is true for some; however,

that idea is changing for many. Could

it be  that  the  people  effected  by  this 

 

deep 

desire  are  simply  following   their soul'

 destiny !   I   believe   this  is  so  and  it is

 linked  to  the  divine  service  and mission

 that  you  and  your  Twin  Flame so

 

eagerly

 signed  up  for  here .  The  evolution  of

 consciousness   requires   everything that 
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Physical Reunion with 
your Beloved Twin Flame
Is your destiny. Embrace

your soul's calling.



Love  has  got and  God’s Beloved Twin 

Flames  anchor tremendous amounts of  

unconditional

 

love.        

     

       

  

Twin

 

Flame

 

Concepts

&

 

Divine

 

Purpose

*Twin

 

Flames

 

were

 

the

 

first

 

real

 

lovers

 

in

 

the

 

universe,

 

created

 

by

 

God

 

and

 

they

 

lived

 

in

 

God's

 

presence

 

in

 

Heaven.

*Twin Flames hold sacred sexual-

spiritual 'harmonic keys' – vibrations 

of love, that pour into the universe.

*Twin Flames hold the divine blueprint 

and spiritual energies needed for 

humankind’s spiritual movement to 

other dimensions.

*Twin Flames and Twin Flame Love is 

God's secret weapon, as these couple's 

love energies are the most powerful on 

Earth 

God's secret weapon, as these couple's 

love energies are the most powerful on 

Earth.

Christ-consciousness and unconditional

love are anchored into the Earth as the

Twin Flames create a 'Love Energy Grid'

around our planet.

The  144,000 Illuminated Twin Flames

are a part  of  the original  'Root  Light

Race'  designed  by  God  for  the

expansion  and  evolution  of

humankind.  They  are  the  very  first

original Light force who lived with God.

When these real original twin flames of

the  144,000  make  love,  it  sparks  and

sends out powerful love energy into the

universe. This brings others together in

love, and this helps with the ascension

process  of  humanity.  This  heals  the

planet and people's hearts.
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Twin Flames  are coming back together 

in  divine union  to  expand  the 

consciousness  of all  mankind. 

~from

www.saintandrewstwinflame.com

Pray with the Owl
Priestesses

Your loving care
is making a difference

Many  priestesses  have  held  space  for

the  healing  of  Mother  Gaia.  These

women  go  through  their  personal

womb  healings  to  repair  the  damage

that  has  been  inflicted  on their  womb

chakras .  After  many  lifetimes  of

sexual  abuse  and  oppression  by

patriarchal cultures, suppressed womb

chakra  energy  needs  to  be  released.
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This  highly  potent  divine  feminine

energy  is  then  ripe  for  creative

expression!  As  healing  of  the  Divine

Feminine and Mother  Gaia  continues,

the creative forces of the planet and all

its sentient life will heal. The wisdom of

The  Goddess  continues  to  help

humanity  as  we  repair  the  planetary

grids  and  support  environmental

causes. 

The  Cosmos , our  Universe , and  our 

Earth  is composed  of  living  conscious  

energy

 Power  nodes  and sacred  sites in every

country  on  the  planet  exist .  Our  

Living Earth   (Gaia)   includes   many

Ley-lines , Portals   &  Vortices  that  are 

explainable in  both  metaphysical  

and  scientific terms . Our  planet 

contains  a three  in one  grid  complex 

that encompasses the Earth.

This  grid  system  enables  and

facilitates  our experience  on the planet

and  the  sacred  geometric  fabric  of

reality  we  live  in. In specific  places  on

our planet, these grids  are  unified  into

concentric vortex-portal templates and

allow all twelve dimensions to occur in

a  more  tangible  manner  within  a

concentrated  area.  When  we  as

humankind  enter  into  these  special

areas, we become immediately affected.

One’s energy increases, one’s awareness

is  enhanced,  and  one’s

multidimensional  aspects  are  more

tangible. 

Priestesses gathers in sacred ceremony

all  over  the  world  in  these  times  to

repair the grids of Gaia. This dedicated

labor of love continues. The importance

of  this  work  is  beyond  our  current

comprehension.
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Owl Symbology

Owls  are  very  good  at  seeing  in  the

dark. A key aspect of wisdom is being

able to see where there is darkness. A

wise  one  will  see  the  truth  and  shed

light  on  what  others  find  hard  to

understand.  So  the  wise  old  owl  is  a

great   metaphor.  The  owl  priestesses

are using owl wisdom by exposing what

lurks  in  the  shadows  of  human

consciousness.  They  pray  for  truth  to

see  the  light  of  day.  They  pray  for

transformation  and  sustainable

change. They serve  through sisterhood

and exhibit  brotherly  love  for  all  of

humanity.

Owl  energy  represents  magnificence,

grace, strength, power, courage, magic

and  Universal  wisdom.  Owl  energy  is

also  believing  in  your  own  intuitive

powers and making wise and rational

decisions. It is about seeing the bigger

picture,  soaring  with  conviction  and

knowing  how powerful  you really  are.

Connect to this owl wisdom inside you

and embody the magnificent priestess

that you are! Thank you for being!
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Priestess of
Holy Shekinah

A Call to Service

The  Holy  Shekinah  represents  the

feminine attributes  of  the presence of

God.  She is  also  closely related to the

Sophia  tradition  in  the  Hebrew  Bible

(the Old  Testament).  In  proverbs  and

other  books  The  Shekinah  eventually

became  an interchangeable  term  with

the  Holy  Spirit  in  both   Judaism   and

Christianity. She is often depicted as a

bird  or  dove.  Judaism  says  that  if  a

married couple is happy, the Shekinah

rests between them to bless their peace.

In  the  tradition  of  The  Kabbalah,

Shekinah  is  identified  with  the  tenth

Sephiroth, The Earth. She is described

as  the Mother  of  the whole  Sephiroth

(ten  qualities  of  the  Mystical  Tree).

Kether, the crown, stood for a form that

was  never  separated  from  his  female

aspect, the Shekinah. Reflect  upon the

energy  of  The  Universal  Mother,  The

Shekinah, for wisdom and creativity. 

Shekinah is  what  has  been  called  the

vessel  of  creation.  In  the  beginning,

there  was  the  Shekinah  and  the

Shekinah  was  with  God,  and  the

Shekinah was God. As Metatron is the

Alpha, the Shekinah is the Omega that

brings  into manifestation the thought
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of God. She is the expression of God’s

Love and Light. The Shekinah makes it

possible  for  healing  to  take  place  by

bringing the spirit to the physical.  As

the  feminine aspect  of  I  AM,  she  is

known  as  the  Shekinah;  she  is  also

known as Shiva, Divine Mother or the

Grandmother.  For  the  fifth  time  in

recorded  history,  the  Shekinah  has

been called back to our planet. 

The mythology of this tradition restores

the  image  of  the  sacred  marriage

within the union of Divine Mother and

Father.  There  is  not  a  Mother  and  a

Father,  but  a  Mother-Father  who  are

one  in  their  eternal  embrace  and one  

in   their  ecstatic   and  continuous  act  

of  creation.  This encompasses  all  the  

visible  and invisible  dimensions  they  

bring  into being and sustain.

The  Song  of Songs  was  the  text  most

used  by  Kabbalists  for  their

contemplation  of  the  mystery  of  this

divine  union . Yet , one  gets  the  feeling

that  this  concept  of  union  with  the

Divine  may  descend  from  some

unknown  source  that  originated  in

Egypt, Sumer, or India. 

Shekinah calls for tuning into  the life

force  that  allows  Creation  through

LOVE.  Shekinah  is  the  feminine  God

Force  binding  it  all  together.  No  evil

can  withstand  the  Shekinah’s  Light.

She  offers  cosmic  protection  of  the

highest source. May the Shekinah, The

Holy Spirit, enter your being!
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Perhaps  you  have  picked  this  card

because  the  Holy  Shekinah  is  calling

you to  step up in your  service  with a

more  impassioned  devotion  and

enthusiasm! You are a priestess of the

Holy  Shekinah  and  you  are  a  very

capable  healer  and powerful  priestess

of the Light. Own this with a full on, ‘go

for it’ attitude!

Receive Christ’s
Holy Chalice

The  art  image  for  this  card  was

inspired by the deeply touching story of

Mary Magdalene anointing the feet  of

Christ. I  lovingly named this  painting

‘Soles  of  Magdalena’  in  honor  of  the

thousands  of  female  priestesses  that

feel  a  deeply  intimate  connection  to

Christ  and  Mary  Magdalene’s  love

story. The soles, the feet, the hearts and

the souls of all these women are deeply
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blessed by The Magdalene and Christ,

more than they know!

We  of  the  Collective  Cosmic  Christ

Consciousness  salute  you!  We  are

billions strong! We are the Archangels,

the  Earth  Angels,  the  Ascended

Masters,  the  Galactic  Being  of  Light,

the sacred priestesses on Gaia, and the

sacred  brothers  on  Gaia  as  well.  You

receive The Holy Blessings of The Holy

Chalice, The Holy Grail, within you. The

Holy Grail is you!

Be grateful  for all that  you are. You do

not  acknowledge  yourself  and  your

hard work  often enough.  Love yourself

as  much  as  you  truly  deserve!  Love

yourself as you are loved immensely by

Christ.

Be Grateful

For All That You Are

Dear Priestess Heart!

Your Blessings Are Received With

Gratitude!

You are a Great Gift

To This World!

As  a  Soul  of  Magdelena  are  you

completely dedicated to anchoring the

awareness of Christ Consciousness here

on  Gaia ?  Yet   you  may  feel  tired

beyond  belief .  Your  Soul  Family  of

Light  knows  this  and  we feel  you ! You

are  a part  of  the  larger  Christ  family

from  the stars ! You have  had intimate

relations  with  different  Christ  family

members  during past  lives  and  your

ancient   lives   amongst  the   stars.  Your

soul is connected to the Stellar Nation

of  the  Bears,  the  home  of  the  Christ

Soul. *(see page 105, recommendations)
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You may have connected so strongly to

Mary  Magdalene  in  this  life  that  you

have  even  felt  to  have  been  an 

incarnation  of  her , 2000 years  ago . 

Hold  this  in  your  heart  as  a great  

mystery  or  riddle  that  will  be revealed  

in  full  detail ,  only  in  divine timing . 

Speak  not  of  it  and live  your  life  like  

a  Magdalene  Priestess of  compassion 

and great love.

All  that  matters  is  LOVE  and  unity.  

Be  open  to  the receiving  of constant 

divine  activations as  this  ascension 

process of humanity continues  on, and  

is  now  in its  final stages.

Christ  is  sending  you  his  love  and

blessings all the time, whether you can

consciously feel it or not.

This  card  could  reveal  that  your 

heart  has  been  saddened  by  a  

certain competition  energy  that  you 

have   felt   between  your  sisters.

Forgive  this energy  by not becoming  a

part of it! It is detrimental  to your role

as a Light -bearer  and it carries  a dark

energy  of  jealousy  vindictiveness

Simply  walk  away ,  if  you  feel  that

others are drawing you into a drama of

this kind.

You  are  a  leader  and  the  way  you

behave in life is going to be followed by

others. You cannot avoid this fact. Lead

with  pure  love  like  Christ  and  Mary

Magdalene did 2000 years ago.
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Sacred Center of Rebirth
The Sacral Chakra

‘Sacred Center of Rebirth’ is a healing

piece  I  created during the completion

of my healing  process  with my sacral

chakra or  womb  chakra.  The  path  to

healing  my  womb  chakra  involved

getting  cervical  cancer  and  healing

from it. On an energetic level, I felt that

my  creativity  was  suppressed  and

locked  away  from  me  in  layers  of

bitterness and betrayal. The clearing of

my energy  field  through  this  medical

drama  brought  with  it  a  complete

rebirthing  of  my  spirit,  and  a

passionate  drive  to  live  life  to  the

fullest! 

Healing your Goddess within you of all

karmic knots and imbalances from all

timelines  can  be  accomplished  with

your  clear  intention.  Discover  what

your  imbalances  are  through  your

relationship with your second chakra.

With courage and conviction, clear up

old  patterns  of  abandonment  and

betrayal,  that  may  be  deeply  laden

within your second chakra.

Once you clear this chakra, nourish it

with  care  by  expressing  your  creative

self and sensual self. Honor your womb

and  be  empowered  through  deep

nurturing  self-love.  While  your  sacral

center is calling to you in need, observe
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your  thoughts.  They  are  the  telltale

signs  of  your  transient  weaknesses

waiting  to  be  transformed  into

strength.  As  you  allow  each  of  these

thoughts  to  be recognized as  fruitful,

you will  understand the temptation to

remain  in  the  ways  of  old.  What  are

you  being  urged  to  do?  Look  within

your sacred creations to actualize your

dreams of truth. In this center lies the

dormant  potential  of  personal  power.

As  you  acknowledge  this  creative

calling,  you  will  realize  the  power  is

within you to choose your fate. Destiny

is  not  at  the mercy  of  the wind. You

have a choice as to how you focus your

energy. 

Now  is  the  time  to  unfold  your

beautiful  flower  of  Divine  Femininity.

Reject this power no longer and realize

the potential that awaits you in the very

sacred center of rebirth.

As you clear the way for new creations

and  sacred  Divine  Union,  so  do  you

clear  the outworn patterns  taking up

residence  in  your  womb.  Think  no

longer  of  the  past.  Release  old  toxic

thoughts  through  forgiveness  and

compassion and  embrace  the  concept

of a life lived as choice. 

You hold the flower, the rose, which has

been  placed  in  your  womb  for

conscious  creation,  and  only  you  can

coerce  it  to  bloom.  Fear  not,  for  this

power is what will bring you grace and

open the passageway for unending love

of  thyself.  This  love  is  the  radiant

beauty of the Divine Feminine, waiting

to be activated for your special role in

this  lifetime.  This  opportunity  is  one

that  will  afford  you  many  options,  if

you choose them.
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Be    motherly ,   and   nurture    your

creations  with  love.  See  not  what  is

causing disharmony, choose only to see

that which brings you joy. Joy  is  your

connection to creativity and true power.

Use  this  dormant  power  to  unblock

your destiny. Joy heals faster than any

modality. Go deep in peace and choose

your heart’s calling.

Sexual Bliss with your
Beloved Twin Flame

I  created  this  card  to  remind  people

that  the  challenging  Twin  Flame

journey does have Light at the end of

the  tunnel.  Your  successful  reunion

with  your  Twin  Flame  leads  to  a

blissful,  sacred  sex  magic  with  your

Beloved. This is what Christ and Mary

Magdalene experienced.  They  want  to

remind  you  that  the  greater  the

challenge in life the higher the reward.
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Perhaps you have met your Twin Flame

and yet you are not physically reunited

yet. The process to union can take years

and sometimes you will feel that it will

never  happen.  Humans  rarely  keep

striving  for  something , if  there  is  no

indication  that there is sometime  good

to look forward to. This is only natural.

If  you  are  feeling  discouraged  right

now regarding  this , then  perhaps  you

need a vision or glimpse of the future

in this timeline.  Perhaps you have no

idea of the bliss and sexual ecstasy that

you  will  eventually  experience  with

your Beloved Twin Flame.

The sacred love making of Twin Souls is

one of attaining higher consciousness.

When Twin Flames come together and

their love is shared tactically with one

another,  Kundalini  fire  ignites.  The

passion  is  a  union  of  souls  and

sexuality  becomes  a  sacred  tool.  The

Twin  Flame  vibrations  mirror  one

another and the sexual union becomes

so powerful it is like touching Heaven.

When  their  masculine  and  feminine

energies  blend,  so  many  levels  of

magnetic  and  spiritual  harmony

simultaneously occur. Electrical energy

flows and mirrors between them. This

higher  consciousness  brings  into

alignment all of your chakras and the

cosmic energy of the universe. One will

feel  as  if  they  are  in  simultaneous

dimensions and an inner knowing fills

one up completely.  There is a meeting

of  the  minds  and  of  the  souls.  The

sacred sexuality of this union is blessed

in every possible way imaginable. One

will  find  the  universal  truth  by

accessing  sacred  knowledge  of  these

simultaneous  dimensions.  It  is  multi-

orgasmic for both. Time and space do
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not  exist  when  in  spiritual  bliss,  nor

does  any  one  reality.  It  is  a  sacred

marriage of Twin Flames.

During normal intercourse there is an

expenditure  of  energy  that  leaves  a

person  feeling  drained.  Men  tend  to

fall asleep and women tend to go about

their routines afterward. However,  the

union  between  Twin  Flames  is

definitely  a  complete  connection  of

energy  building,  Kundalini  fire.  Deep

prolonged ecstasy occurs and the brain

becomes harmonious with both left and

right  brain  functioning  to  create  an

experience  of an unclouded , unlimited

perception .  There  is  equilibrium  of

mind ,  body ,  and  spirit .  Ones  energy

does  not  feel  drained ,  but  revitalized .

During  sacred  sexual  union ,  one  is

aware  of  both  the  conscious  and  the

unconscious. It is both male and female

essence.  It  is  self-realization  and

spiritual  harmony.  It  is  a  balance  of

soul  and  universe  with  God.  This

connection is  indescribable  in human

words , but there is an inner  awareness

of being one with all. It is a love of inner

self ,  connecting  with  one's  mirrored

Twin Flame.

Keep walking the Twin Flame path. The

paradox  lies  in  trusting  that  the

potential  for blissful  union exists , even 

when  there are no outward signs..
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Sister Saints Escape
from Catholic School

Exposing Dogma

Religious dogma becomes less and less

palatable, as the flames of truth burn

brighter within us every day. The idea

that  many  manipulative  control

techniques  and  dogmatic  teachings

have  greatly  influenced  our  thinking

may  seem  accusatory  to  some,  but

freedom  is  enhanced  by  promoting

truth,  however  uncomfortable  that

truth may be.  In the  spirit  of  the Da

Vinci Code type of storytelling, look for

more  of  its  kind  to  come  in  these

changing  times  of  expansion through

nonjudgmental  ways  and  unity

consciousness.  Freedom  lives  in  truth

and self-expression! Follow your truth.

All faiths are valid in the eyes of God,

because  God gave us  total  freewill  on

this planet. Therefore, the only unholy

act  is  not  following  your  own  sacred

heart  and  divine  mind.  The  Sister

Saint’s successful escape from Catholic

School has allowed them to more fully

express themselves. Look closely at the

art image of this card; holy cow! Is that

a Rastafarian man waving to the Sister

Saints? Remember to  stay light about

everything in this truth movement. 

You may have picked this card, because

exposing  religious  dogma  is  part  of
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your  path.  Or  perhaps  your  path  is

related  to  communicating  the  true

teachings  of  Jesus.  How  about

questioning how Catholicism has taken

Jesus’  messages  out  of  context.  Some

people intuitively “know” what the

true teachings are. Maybe you are one

of those people who have a gift for this.

Exercise this gift, if you feel it relates to

your path. You may be another Russell

Brand type of character in training! 

I was reading a book called The Return

of  Light*  the  other  day  and  I  came

across  this  statement  from  Sananda

(Jesus). “I am also imprisoned on this

Planet  by  the  collective  emotional

chains  set  up  by  the  religious  beliefs

surrounding  my time  on  this  Planet.

Every  person  who  wears  a  crucifix

around  their  neck  or  carries  one  in

their pocket adds another link to that

chain and keeps me tied to that cross.

Believe me;  I  will  be  very happy when

that distortion is dismantled. And it is

a burden, for what people do is seek to

heap  their  suffering  upon  me  in

exchange  for  their  idea  of  salvation.”

Thank  you,  Sananda.  Your  liberation

from  religious  lies  is  so  important  to

me!  This  is  an  important  subject  to

address. Moreover, there is more than

just dogma to expose, when it comes to

the  Catholic  Church;  however  that  is

beyond the scope of this oracle. 

Perhaps religions will  become obsolete

in  the  future ,  being  replaced  by

individual  self-realization . The religion

of  the  future  will  be  Love ;  it  is  that

simple. Having been made in the image

of  God ,  you  are  worthy  of  your  own

worship. You are a divine miracle! Your

path  has  been  strewn  with  so  many
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obstacles;  you  have  mastered  a

labyrinth  of  difficulties,  so  rejoice  in

your  success!  Your  mastery  should

never  be  underestimated!  You  are

claiming  your  divinity  when  Truth  is

your  Master  and  Self  Love  fills  you

every day! 

“My religion is Love” ~ Amma

Surrender to
a Deep Purification

Intense purification becomes the focus

of  every  earnest  person  on  the

ascension path. The deep purging of all

the old  paradigms has  brought  us  to

our  knees  literally  and  figuratively.

Violet flames bathe us in the Light of

the  Violet  Ray  for  purification  so

complete,  you  will  be  stripped  and

polished  to  a  crystalline  sheen!

Clearing your physical, emotional and
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spiritual  bodies  for  divine  union  is

critical.  My  spiritual  path  and  the

nature of my personality prompted me

to take the fast track to the cleansing

and  purging  of  my  being  by  using

plant medicines. Humbleness  is gained

by  surrendering  to  purification .  It

shows  courage  and  devotion  to

spiritual growth.

As a shamanistic tool, plant medicines

like Ayahuasca can be used to open up

the heart, relax the mind and expand

the pineal gland (third eye). Visionary

experiences  amplified  by  plant

medicines hold societal judgments. The

associated  judgments  with  the  use  of

plant  medicines  keep people afraid  of

such things. Abuse of plant medicines,

just  like  any  medications,  should  not

cast  a  negative  light  on  the  spirit

medicine itself. It has a divine purpose.

The plant spirits have a mission to help

us  to  heal.  Visionary  journeys  using

plant  medicines  can  bring  about  life

changing  transformation,  when  done

with a trained shamanic facilitator. 

My own unique Ayahuasca experience

was  profoundly  nurturing.  I  felt  the

Divine  Mother  nurturing  me  by

holding  me  closely  with  her  deep

reverence and unconditional love.  The

colors of the rich earth, with her deep

greens and brown roots and vines, took

me into a space of feeling deeply cared

for and grounded. My journey was very

expansive  and  healing.  If  you  are

feeling  called ,  consider  a  sacred

Ayahuasca journey.

You  may  be  interested  to  know  that

Ayahuasca  is  legal  in  the  state  of

Oregon for use in spiritual journeys at

the  Daime  Church.  If  it  is  not
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affordable  for  you  to  travel  to  sacred

Peru , this  is a good  option , if you  are 

the western area of the United States.

For some people a  spiritual journey is

prompted by physical body illness. An

unhealed state  of being is  reflected in

the  physical  body.  The  mind  tries  to

fool  you by telling you it is the flu or

bronchitis,  or  whatever  else  may

manifest.  The  body reflects  your  true

state of consciousness: a healthy mind

promotes a healthy body. Purging the

spiritual  imbalances  of  self  can  bring

the  body  back  into  balance.  Even

though  this  journey  into  higher

consciousness  may be  hard won,  it  is

well worth your effort and willingness

to  surrender.  Express  an  intent  to

purge all that does not serve the higher,

lighter you. 

True health is  about listening to your

Higher  Self  and  following  love.  This

love  is  a  love  for  truth  and  true

relationship with  self  and others.  The

divine human body works in harmony

with the emotional body, the spiritual

body and the etheric body. When these

bodies are in balance and exude health,

they allow the Divine Light of the Soul

to  stream  into  you.  This  was  our

Creator’s  original  intention.  Perhaps

you picked this card to learn how plant

medicines or Ayahuasca can help you

to connect with your soul 
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The Ballet of
The Tree of Life

whispers your love story
that grows and thrives

in many places
and dimensions

Another  me  is  looking  down  upon

another  aspect  of  myself , living  with 

my multidimensional partner of always 

and forever, my Beloved Twin Flame!

Like   a   diamond ,   I   shine   my  Light  

from  many  sides ,  many  faces , many  

experiences  and  many dimensional 

levels.

The Ballet of the 'Tree of Life'  is a life

lived  from  the  expansive

understanding that TIME as we know

it is an illusion and a trick of the mind

living in the 3rd dimension. 

The  ballet  dancer  is  myself  and  my

Beloved holds me and gazes upon our

other dimensional lives. Our love child

sings and plays his flute in merriment,

right  beside  us on a hill . Each  life and

each  dimensional  level  has  great

meaning  and  purpose . I am eternally

grateful  for  the mysterious  way  it all

plays  out  in  the  playgrounds  of

different  realities  that  God-Goddess

continually create! 

Happy is the man who is  pure in his

works and walks in the way of truth, so

that his soul may find his genuine Twin

Flame.  He  becomes  a  model  of
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Godliness  and  through  his  example,

the whole world is blessed!

This  art  image  was  created  with  the

movie ‘Avatar’ in mind. Our souls have

missions  that  are  planned  out  before

our  births.  These  divine  plans  are

implemented in our physical lives and

sometimes  great  challenges  emerge . 

Transforming the planet is no easy task

. It takes  a special  kind  of soul to bear 

the  burden  and  responsibly  of  deep 

planetary  service    Ascended   Masters

work  with  these  souls.  They  are

invaluable  creator  beings  of  positive

planetary  change.  Without  them,  the

mission would be lost.

These individuals, as Twin Flames, had

made  a promise  to each  other  to come

down  here  and  not  get  lost  in  the

illusion of the third dimension. 

Their  mission  and  purpose  is  very 

important . They  agreed  to  come  into  

union  and this  might  be  the  hardest 

thing  to  do after  many  of  these  

individuals  have suffered  from 

dysfunctional   childhood  experiences, 

money  problems  or  other third  

dimension  challenges .  Deep shadow  

work  can be  brutally  painful for some 

of them .  However , they  are equipped 

to handle what they agreed to take  on.  

Through  their  past  life experiences 

they are very well qualified . They  most  

likely  have  already experienced 

ascension   in   some   form,  in another 

dimensional experience or past life.

Perhaps you picked this  card because

you  feel  a  burning  desire  to  activate

your mission  and purpose in this  life

and  you  feel  that  your  mission  work

involves uniting with your Beloved?
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If this  is the first , second or third  card 

you picked  from  the deck , then  pick  a 

few  more  cards  and  see  if you  pick  

more  Twin  Flame  Message Cards .  

More  will  be  reveled  to  you about  the  

Twin  Flame  path  through picking 

more cards.

The Sacred Masculine
Feeling His Emotions

Men are feeling called to express their

feelings more and more in these times.

Hallelujah! This is a sure sign that all is

coming  onto  balance , as  men  and

woman  both  are  developing  their 

masculine and feminine energies within

.

When  men  begin  to  feel  their once 

repressed   emotions  ,   like   fear   and

shame,  this  expression actually  helps  
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heal    and   soothe   the  entire   planet  

through  the  collective consciousness. 

These  conscious  men that  are  

expressing  and  developing their divine 

gifts  as healers , musicians and  more . 

They are setting a standard for all men 

to follow. 

This card brings up very deep feelings

regarding  my  life  experiences  in

relationship with emotionally wounded

men.  I  have  had  many  relationships

with  veterans  of  war.  As  a

compassionate  person,  I  have  always

been  compelled  not  to  ignore  the

cruelty  inflicted  upon  veterans.  Wars

fought for profit; wars perpetuated by

the  controlling  elite,  have  created

trauma and heartache beyond belief on

this planet. 

I created this painting when I was in a

relationship  with  a  much-wounded

man. He was  damaged ,  not  just  from

being  a  veteran,  but  also  from  early

childhood  sexual  abuse.  Compassion

filled  my  being ,  while  I  painted  this

image .  My  prayers  and  hopes  are

focused on ending all wars, within and

without . It is my highest  hope  that  all

individuals , who have been affected  by

the  cruelty  of  war ,  be  given  effective

therapy ,  free  of  charge ,  to  heal  their

spirits. 

Message for Men:

Dive  into  the  depths  of  your  own

wounded  soul  and  embrace  healing,

which  leads  to  a  process  of  

resurrection  and rebirth .  Are  issues  

of  fear ,  shame , poverty  or some  other 

issue  affecting  you in  a  negative  way?  

By  healing  and finding  peace  within , 

then perhaps you will find hope for your 

life  to flourish , thus  putting  an end  to 

your suffering. 114



The  Angels,  Galactic  Beings  of  Light

and all Ascended Masters want to give

you encouragement to go deeper.  

A Message for Women:

As a caring,  angelic sister, you can be

your  brother’s  keeper!  Being  a

brother’s keeper comes with a lesson in

the savior energy, however.  Sometimes

you  can only  save  another  by  letting

them  go,  so  they  may find their  own

answers  and  resolve  their  own

struggles. They can sometimes find the

Light  faster,  when  you  step  away.  So,

you  may  want  to  just  send  them  

compassion,  soul  to soul.  

If  you  have  ever  loved  a  deeply

wounded man, you know how it is to

feel so much compassion for them and

yet  you  cannot  fix  it  for  them.  Heal

your  own  issues  with  being  co-

dependent  in your  relationships  with 

men.

Have compassion  for  the  wounded 

man in your life, and yet  at  the  same  

time   have    clear   boundaries  in  the 

relationship. 

This oracle card may indicate a career

or  project  that  involves  humanitarian

endeavors to assist people wounded by

the  tragedy  of  war  and  poverty.  This

requires  a  very  compassionate,

courageous and caring disposition. You

have it in you. You have a big, caring

heart!
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The soft warm glow
of a candle’s flame
is like the feeling

I have for you my Beloved.
My love for you is

unconditional
and forever free.

The way of divine love is to love yourself

and  your  Beloved  Twin  Flame

unconditionally.  And  this  leads  to

freedom  beyond  what  you  have  ever

experienced.  However,  what  does  it

really  take  to  love  unconditionally?

First,  you must take a  look at  all  the

societal  programming  and  the  issues

that  come  up  for  you  through  that

programming.

Twin Flame  Test & Challenges:

Self Love:

The  process  of  truly  loving  yourself

100% and 100% of the time will bring

you face to face with any issues around

co-dependency, self worth, or neediness

through  the  wounded  inner  child.

These issues can take years to process.

Be patience with these processes.  You

are  preparing  your  consciousness  for

your Divine Union with God, through

the love you have for your Twin Flame.

Your Twin Flame needs to do the same

preparing.

Doubt & Ego Dissolution:

When  you  realize  you  are  on  a  Twin

Flame Path, you will feel uncomfortable

because your ego is being torn apart.
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Stubborn resistance to the  journey  may  

result  because  of self - protection  

mechanisms.  The  ego may see this love 

as  an  unrequited  love obsession  and  

surely ,  that  is  what  it looks  like 

through  the  minds  eye . You must  get 

past  these  fears  in  order  to  hold the 

space  in  your  heart  for  this  Divine

Union, which requires your unwavering 

devotion .  Your  Twin  will  feel  your

genuine  love, but also your doubts  and

fears . Which  do you  want  him /her  to 

feel? Easy answer , and yet letting  go is 

not always  so easy . Practice  letting  go 

and allowing the love to just be. You will 

get better at this as time goes on.

Other People’s Opinions:

The next phase relates to the last one

because everything that goes on inside

you  is  reflected  in  the  outside  world.

When  I  finally  stopped  doubting  my

Union  and  journey,  I  finally  stopped

talking about it with friends that would

just  roll  their  eyes.  Looking  for

validation in the outside world  is just

another device of the mind. Do not go

there.  Ultimately,  it  is  your  life  and

your choice and it does not matter what

other people think. 

Physical  Reunion  &  Why  it  Has  Not

Happened Yet:

This  one  may  be  the  hardest  of  all.

Once  I  finally  met  my Twin  Flame,  I

knew  it  was  not  going  to  be  easy  to

manifest  a  relationship  with  him.  He

does  not become  involved  in romantic 

relationships , because  he  is a full -on 

career man with a big mission through 

his work. He did not get to be where he 

is today without a lot of hard work and 

discipline . In his  case , staying out  of  

relationships  with  women  who would  

tie  him  down with  obligations.
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Out  of  pure  necessity  he  blocks  out 

many  request  for  friends  and  lovers , 

and  such   is  the   life   of  a  celebrity . 

Nevertheless ,  beyond that story  that I 

tell myself, perhaps the real reason I am 

not  with  him  has  to  do with  a 

mysterious  divine  timing  that I am not 

aware  of  . It  is  a walk  of  faith ! “The 

mastery  of  faith  is  essential ,”  so my 

spiritual guides say.

You  picked  this  card  to  learn  about

what it is going to require to love your

Twin Flame and prepare for union. You 

are learning about extreme patience as 

well.

The Troubadours
Value the Soul’s Longings

Troubadours made great contributions

to intellectual  life  with  their  new  art .

They  blended  courtly  love , eroticism , 

nature, political satire and philosophy - 

all  of  which  excited  the  ire  of  the  

Roman    Church  .   Courtly     love   was  

condemned particularly  strongly . It 

was  a concept of  love  that  appeared  

in  southern France  at  the  end  of  

the  eleventh century. 
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Courtly      love    was       contradictory  

,  because  it  encompassed   both  erotic   

desire and spiritual aspiration.

The knight accepts the independence of

the  object  of  his  desire  and  tries  to

make himself worthy of  her by acting

honorably  and  by  doing  deeds  of

heroism  that  might  appeal  to  her.

Rather than condemning romantic and 

sexual  love  as  sinful , troubadours

praised  it  as  the  highest  good .  They

considered  the  woman  an  ennobling 

morale  force . This  view  was 

diametrically  opposed   to  the  clerical  

view,  which   held    that  women   and  

sex were both inherently sinful. With a 

rebellious  spirit  of truth , troubadours  

challenged  the  accepted norm . If  you 

were  a  troubadour, you knew that God 

lived within  you,  as  you. 

We are troubadours,  poets,  visionary

dreamers , cosmic  gypsies  and  Twin  

Flames  on  the  path  of oneness. 

I feel that  the troubadours  unknowing 

gave us  our  first  glimpse  of  what  

Divine Union is about.

The  way  you  view  the divine  has  far-

reaching  consequences  in  how  you

manifest  your  reality.  Organized

religion sought to  limit  your  spiritual

connection  to  the  divine  by  placing

religion  between  you  and  God.  The

gnosis tradition taught that your direct

contact and connection to God should

be honored and respected. 

The promptings  of the soul  are  gentle  

and  kind .  The  ways  of  nature reflect  

this gentleness , like  the  way  a  fawn

moves  through  the forest . Whispers  of

the  soul ;  they  are  subtle  and  require

faith ;  faith  in  yourself .   Your  soul

connection  will  deepen  in  a  natural

way. Remember this and do not feel left
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out,   if   you   have  yet  to   have   deeply

mystical  experiences.  For  some  there

exists  so  much clearing that needs to

happen first. Examine if you have been

shut psychically in any way? Have you

suppressed  childhood  memories  of

incidences  that  caused  you  to  shut

down your intuition?

Christ  and  Magdalene  would  be

considered  Troubadours  today ,  

holding  banners with  messages  of  

freedom  and  sovereignty ! They  are 

cheering you on now in more ways than 

you can imagine. 

Do you remember the musical piece by

Heart,  called  ‘Dream of  the  Archer  ’?

Look  it  up  on  YouTube  to  feel  the

Troubadour  energy. Imagination  is the

key , because  we are  dancing  with  the

divine and we are creating the future of

divinity through the way we live now!

Twin Flames Share
Oneness of Soul

Have  you  been  feeling  that  someone

you  have  met  recently  is  your  Twin

Flame?  Have  you  felt  a  deep,  divine

desire  for  your  eternal  partner  since

childhood? This type of  Divine Union

could be your destiny for this life.

I  have researched the subject  of  Twin

Flames  for  years  now  through books,

movies,   YouTube  videos  and  my  own
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experiences . The beauty  of this subject 

is that it is so connected with matters of

the heart and soul.  This can lead one

into the areas of poetry and philosophy.

Science however, one would not expect.

I am now learning that the Twin Flame

phenomenon  has  far-reaching

metaphysical  implications.  There  are

researchers    who  are  finding  that   the

neurons, (nerve cells in the brain)  are

affected by the Twin Flame connection

in  some  very  fascinating  ways.  The

neurons of one Twin will start to affect

the neurons in the other Twin, as the

Twins  are  exchanging  'Light'(God

information).  An  exchange  of  'Light'

fires  up these neurons, which leads to

the  mirroring  phenomenon  Twins

experience. This explains the telepathic

connection, the feelings of empathy, the

inability to  stop  thinking  of one's  Twin;

all    of    these  symptoms   may   have   a

metaphysical  component,  and

therefore  a  divinely  scientific

component.  The  purpose  of  this

exchange  through the neurons , creates

a  deep  urge  to  evolve  spiritually.  It is

said  that  Twin  Flames  incarnated

together to prepare for ascension and

their  great  love  for  each  other  spurs

this  on.  This  has  been  true  for  me.

Could it be that God's  plan for  us  to

evolve  and  ascend  involves  such  an

auspicious  process ,  as  Twin Flame 

Union? I truly believe the answer to this 

is YES  and  it is 'destiny ' for  the Twin 

Flames.

The awakened Twin is the Twin who is

aware  of  the  Twin  Flame  connection

and he or she somewhat understands

it. It is the job of the awakened  Twin to

not overwhelm the other Twin with this

knowledge. You do not want to walk up
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to  one's   unawakened   Twin   and   say,

“Hey did you know that we are one soul

and  we  are  destined  to  be  together

always and forever?” As much as you

want  to share  this  news  with  them , be

cautious  as  you  do  not  want  to  turn

them  off or cause  them  to run . A rose

cannot  be forced  to  bloom , because  it

has  its  own  timing  created  through

nature  and  by  The  Creator.

What you CAN  do is nurture  that rose

- water it, care for it, send it your loving

thoughts  and  encourage  its

blossoming   ,    but     not      through

manipulation  or  coercion.

The awakened  Twin  must  learn   NOT

to seek  to control  and  instead  to have 

faith in the Divine.  The  unawakened  

twin  is perhaps  playing  the  role  of '

unawakened ' to teach  you  this . If the

awakened  Twin  learns  to let  go , then 

the     journey   will    be   much    more  

pleasant  and  not  involve  unnecessary 

dramas ,  which  are created  by  the  

human  ego.

Suffering  or  crying  for  your   Twin  is

immature  and  perhaps  indicates  that

the person is not your true Twin Flame.

The mystique of romantic bliss and the

current  popularity  of  the  Twin Flame

phenomenon lure people into  believing  

they     have     this    connection      with 

someone . You  will  eventually  know  in 

your heart  what  is  true .  If  you  are  

still confused ,  seek  out  a  

professional psychic , (not a dime store 

gypsy ). This  is your  life ;  treat  it  with  

the  respect  it deserves.  
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Unwavering Faith
Brings Miracles

Mary  Magdalene  and  her  family

arrived on the coast of Marseilles after

the  crucifixion , through  a  very  trying

experience   of   survival  on   the   rough

seas. Their tiny boat did not capsize, as

their  lives  were  in  the  hands  of  The

Angels and Mari de la Mer. They had a

powerful  faith  in  prayer!  After  that

experience  of  landing on the  coast  of

France, and some time after the birth

of  her  daughter  Sara,  Mary

Magdalene’s  journey  continued  on  to

include many years of living apart from

Yeshua.  Their  mission  was  always

guided and orchestrated by The Christ

Group.  The  relationship  of  Yeshua

(Jesus) and Mary Magdalene has been

emotionally  challenging  many  times.

Emotional  clouds come and go for all

souls. However, the depth of their twin

bond never failed. She was completely

devoted to him,  as  he was to  her.  An

unbreakable  pact  exists  in  their

strength,  as  they  recognize  their

oneness  and  devotion  to  God.  With

Mary  Magdalene and Jesus,  the Light

of  their  Love  shines  with  warmth,

depth of character and wisdom. 

I have always treasured soul growth as

a means to inner peace and harmony.

As  an  aspect  of  the  Mary  Magdalene

Energy,  I  have observed  that
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unconditional  love  evolves  through

pain  and  long-suffering.  Through

circumstances  partly  beyond  my

control, peace has birthed through the

fire of character development. In other

words, deep soul growth and peace can

result  from  emotional  pain,  if  we use

the  power  of  our  spirit’s  magical

alchemy to transform it. 

The  nautical  theme  of  this  painting,‘

Mari de la Mer Marseilles , brings  light

to the  concept  of honoring  the  soul ’s

process   of  ascension ,   through   faith,

patience and prayer. Whales symbolize

this wisdom, along with the deep ocean.

They also  symbolize our  deep  well  of

emotional  richness  and  intensity.

Whales  are  the  wisdom  keepers  of

consciousness  and  all  life  from  the

beginning,  not only in this realm, but

also in all other realms. They hold the

history  of  our  Earth,  as  well  as  all

earths, planets, stars, and suns. 

Perhaps you picked this card to learn

how  to  honor  another  person's  soul

process?  Like  a  labyrinth  has  many

twists  and  turns  in  its  complicated

pathways,  likewise  our  soul  takes  us

through a labyrinth of life experiences,

that  can  look  very  confusing  to  an

onlooker. Is there someone in your life,

who  needs  your  patience  and  trust?

Can  you  trust  their  process?  Their

inner being knows what they must do.

Are  they being  guided by their spirit,

even  though  it  may  not  appear  that

way?  Try  being  non-judgmental  and

compassionate  with  that  person.

Perhaps you  are  in judgment  of  your

own spiritual  path as well.  Look deep

within  and  honor  the  soul’s  process,

whether  it  is  your  soul’s  process  or
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another  person's  process.  Doing  this

holds much transformational power! 

Your  unwavering  faith  in  the

mysterious  divine  will  be  greatly

rewarded  with  miracles  beyond  your

comprehension.

Closing Thoughts 

Honor your personal divinity and I AM

presence.  Know that all people have a

divine calling.  We are all equal in the

eyes of God. We are all born with the

same potential to actualize our Divine

Blueprint.  How  far  we  develop  is  our

own  choice.  Jesus/Yeshua  was  guided

by  many  experiences  that  honed  his

humility. 

The  future  Christed  Humanity  will

learn  that  it  is  not  about  worshiping

Jesus Christ or anyone else; it is about

being a Christ, who also holds no desire

to be above any other. This “circle way,”

this  “spiral  dance,”  continues  into

eternity.  Enjoy!  You  have  only  just

begun to truly live in the richness of the

Heavenly  Realms,  anchored  here  on

Mother Gaia. 
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The ascension process may continue to

reveal more shadows within your being.

When the Light shines bright, it shows

you  where  the  darkness  lives.  Be  not

disheartened  by  this; think of it as an 

opportunity  to    clear  the  anger and

frustrations     that     rise     into     your  

awareness. I personally have learned  to  

call  upon  the  Divine Company  of 

Heaven for assistance. 

It  is  my highest  hope that  this  oracle

deck will assist you in opening Portals

to Love, Power and Wisdom! And one

last thought from Mary The MagaLion,

“Fall in love with life again, it will help

the world heal!”

With So Much Love & Hugs,

I Send You Many Blessings!

Sheranda Ann Kumara

I invite you to join my Facebook pages. I

find  and  post  new  inspiring

information  on  planetary  ascension

and Twin Flames all the time:

facebook.com/sheranda.kumara

facebook.com/magdalionoracle

Recommendations:
MUSIC:

Internal Flight by Estas Tonne

www.estastonne.com

Divine Harmony by Stellar

www.stellar-muisc.com 

BOOKS:

Calling You &

Stellar Nations, Volume 1 & 2

by Dr. Beatrix Czeizel 

& Aniko Gresko

www.stellarnations.com

The Sophia Code

by Kaia Ra
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Mary Magdalene

in The Blissful New Earth,

by Sheranda Ann Kumara

Buy today at www.Amazon.com

All oracle deck images

are available as prints at

www.SherandaSilks.com

Many of the original paintings shown 

in this deck are still available for 

purchase as well.

Recommended Websites:
www.globalwaterhealing.org

welovemassmeditation.blogspot.com

Sheranda’s Art

in Mt. Shasta

www.silkroadchaishop.com

www.crystalsmtshasta.com

www.SherandaSilks.com

The Twin Flame Love
Altar Card Set

Sheranda  Ann  Kumara’s  exquisitely

beautiful  collection  of  Twin  Flame

images that originate from her sensual

sacred,  silk  paintings  are  featured  in

this new altar card collection.

There are 40 art images in this set and

they come in a gorgeous book box with

a large 100% silk altar cloth (22 inch by

22  inch.  Each  5  by  7  inch  card  has

coordinating messages about the Twin

Flame journey in the guidebook. Bless

your altar and your Twin Flame Path

with  there  uniqueness  and  joyful

energy! 
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Special Promotional
Coupon:

10% off the purchase of 
Twin Flame Love

Altar Card Set
when purchased through
www.SherandaSilks.com 

Coupon Code:
Twin Flame Reunions

“Namaste

Beloveds

May

 

Your

 

Life

 

Be

 

Blessed

 

Forevermore!

 

”

Sheranda

 

Ann

 

Kumara
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